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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Development of a Large Format Direct Detection Device for Three

Dimensional Transmission Electron Microscopy

by

Anna-Clare Milazzo

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California San Diego, 2009

Professor Xuong Nguyen-Huu, Chair

New imaging systems are crucial in improving transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) for the investigation of the structure and function of biological

systems from the molecular to the cellular scale. Presented in this dissertation is

the characterization of a direct detection device (DDD) camera. Also presented

is an exploration of some of the TEM imaging applications of this camera. The

DDD is a monolithic active pixel sensor that directly records the energy deposited

by an incident electron. The camera that will be discussed is, to date, the largest

prototype developed by the Xuong group at UCSD, with a 1024×1024 pixel ar-

ray format. Unique features of the DDD are presented that allow for a variety

of measurements and image processing not possible with the standard CCD cam-

era systems typically used for TEM. A characterization of this detector has been

performed, including the measurement of the modulation transfer function, the

normalized noise power spectrum, and the detective quantum efficiency. The re-

sults of these measurements show that it is capable of high resolution, wide field

imaging. Tomography and 2D imaging experiments using epoxy embedded thin

sections of Drosophila cells infected with flock house virus as the test specimen were

performed with a 120keV TEM. The results of tomography and 2D imaging exper-

iments with the large format DDD provide compelling evidence that this system

offers a powerful new tool for gathering meaningful information about biological

xii



specimen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

New imaging systems are crucial in improving transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) for the investigation of the structure and function of biological

systems from the molecular to the cellular scale. Presented in this dissertation is

the characterization of a direct detection device camera (DDD) and an exploration

of some of its applications. The chip that will be discussed is, to date, the largest

prototype created by the UCSD Xuong group, with a 1024×1024 pixel array for-

mat (large format DDD). A rigorous characterization of this detector has been

performed, and shows that it is an excellent system for wide field TEM imaging.

While many EM approaches will benefit from the implementation of the DDD, we

anticipate the most significant impact will be in the field of EM tomography. Thus

we have focused efforts in exploring this area. The results of the tomography and

2D imaging experiments with the large format DDD provide compelling evidence

that this system is useful for gathering meaningful information about biological

specimen. Unique features of the DDD are presented that have allowed for a vari-

ety of measurements and image processing not possible with the standard camera

systems used for TEM.

The focus of Chapter 1 is to introduce the motivation for the development

of the large format DDD. This includes an overview of TEM imaging and electron

tomography. The types of camera systems currently in use in TEM are described

as well as the new generation of direct detection devices. Chapter 2 covers a

technical description of the large format DDD camera system and the integration

1
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with 120keV and 200keV transmission electron microscopes. Chapter 3 presents a

thorough characterization of this detector which quantitatively demonstrates the

advantages of this system. In Chapter 4, the results of two dimensional imaging

and tomography experiments demonstrate the practicality of using the large format

DDD to image biological samples.

1.1 Description of transmission electron

microscopy and tomography

1.1.1 TEM imaging introduction

In order to understand the need for a new imaging system, it is necessary to

explain the basics of transmission electron microscopy. Thus, a brief description of

conventional transmission electron microscopy is provided. A transmission electron

microscope is a device that measures the transmission of electrons through a spec-

imen. Figure 1.1 is a simplified schematic of a transmission electron microscope

that shows only one of the three standard magnetic lenses. The top of the diagram

shows the beam source, often a tungsten or LaB6 filament, that accelerates elec-

trons to a specific energy in a coherent parallel beam. The electrons pass through

a specimen held at the object plane and are scattered by several mechanisms. The

scattering, which may be elastic or inelastic, will cause either a loss of energy or

a change in the direction of the electron path. The sample is kept relatively thin,

typically less than 0.25µm, to minimize multiple scattering. The objective lens

is an applied magnetic field that gathers the resulting electrons that have passed

through the specimen. The electrons form a diffraction pattern in the back focal

plane of the lens and an image of the specimen at the image plane. The diffraction

pattern or image is then magnified to the desired amount by the intermediate lens

system for viewing on a phosphorescent screen or imaging device [9, 61].
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-ELECTRONS (e )

SAMPLE
(OBJECT PLANE)

OBJECTIVE
LENS

FOCAL PLANE

DETECTOR
(IMAGE PLANE)

Figure 1.1: This figure shows an overview of the microscope optics in a transmission
electron microscope. Electrons are emitted from a source under vacuum and are
transmitted through a specimen in the object plane. They pass through a magnetic
objective lens that gathers the resulting electrons that have passed through the
specimen and forms a diffraction pattern in the back focal plane of the lens, and
an image of the specimen in the image plane. Finally an intermediate lens (not
shown) magnifies the image from the imaging plane onto a recording medium.
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-ELECTRONS (e )
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Figure 1.2: Diagram shows the basic principle of tomography. An electron beam
passes through a specimen that is rotated about an axis as it is imaged. Each tilt
image is the projection of the specimen from a particular angle. The projections are
then recombined in software to yield a reconstruction of the original 3D specimen.
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1.1.2 Introduction to tomography

In order to place many of the experimental results in context, a description

of tomography and its limitations is presented. Electron tomography is a technique

where a specimen is rotated about an axis parallel to the imaging plane, and images

are collected at a variety of angles. These images, referred to as projections, are

then analyzed to obtain an estimate of the three dimensional structure of the

specimen. Figure 1.2 shows how the set of projections, also known as a tilt series, is

imaged. Generally the samples and specimen stage limit the maximum projection

angles to between 60◦ and 70◦, although some high tilt specimen holders have a

tilt capability exceeding 70◦. In addition, projections taken at high tilt angle are

often not usable due to problems with alignment, focus, and signal strength. [28].

Once a tilt series is acquired, a necessary step is an alignment of all the

images. Small shifts in the image are common as the specimen is rotated because

of a slight difference between the axis of rotation through the specimen and the

eucentric height of the specimen. One of the most common and robust methods

used to aid alignment is the deposition of colloidal gold on the surface of the

specimen. Alignment is performed by tracking the locations of this gold through

a tilt series [47]. Although gold works well, much interest remains in developing

new image processing algorithms that would produce accurate alignment without

gold or other fiducial markers [10, 12].

Once the tilt series images are aligned, these projections are further pro-

cessed to generate a tomogram. The projection theorem states that the 2D Fourier

transform of a projection is a slice of the 3D Fourier transform of the object im-

aged [70]. Therefore, if the projections of an object are sampled at enough different

angles, then theoretically the full 3D Fourier transform of the object can be ob-

tained. The Crowther criterion [17] (Equation 1.1) provides an estimate for the

achievable resolution where d is defined as the size of the object in the direction

of the electron beam and N is the number of equally spaced projections. However,

the Crowther criterion is of limited use, since the actual features discernable in a

tomogram are more likely to be constrained by noise and structural preservation

[44].
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resolution =
πd

N
(1.1)

Many different strategies have been used to create high quality tomograms

from tilt series. A commonly used technique, the back projection method, is

adapted from x-ray tomography and was based upon the assumption that the

measured energetic particles follow straight paths. However, this is not the case

in electron tomography since, unlike x-rays, electrons follow curved paths due to

the magnetic fields in the microscope. New algorithms are being developed to take

this into account and improve the quality of the tomograms. TxBR, the software

used for the analysis of the tilt series acquired with the DDD, is one such software

package [59, 28, 44].

Missing information in Fourier space

The information in the projections determine how faithful a 3D reconstruc-

tion will be to the original object. In practice, the sample is not tilted to ±90◦,

but a smaller set of angles, usually ±60◦, is acquired. This leaves an unsampled

region in Fourier space, often called the “missing wedge” since it is wedge shaped

for a single axis tilt series. This missing information often results in the objects

in the reconstruction having an elongated appearance along the vertical axis in

single tilt tomograms. Depending on the tilt range, the “missing wedge” can ac-

count for 33% or 22% information loss in Fourier space for a single axis tilt series

using ±60◦ and ±70◦ tilt angles, respectively. Rotating the specimen 90◦ and ac-

quiring a second tilt series reduces the “missing wedge” to a “missing pyramid”,

decreasing the information lost to 16% or 7% in Fourier space for ±60◦ and ±70◦

tilt angles [44]. Theoretically, the information lost can be reduced by collecting

more tilt axes. Multiple axis tomography is covered in more detail in Chapter 4.

The missing information is covered here to highlight the limitations with electron

tomography and how this effect on objects in the tomogram needs to be considered

when interpreting and analyzing the tomogram.

To end this brief introduction to tomography, it should be made clear that

quantitative measures of information content in tomograms is a very active area of
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research. Statements about resolution have limited usefulness and the discussion

of results of this thesis will focus more on what relevant biological information can

be gathered from the tomograms acquired with the large format DDD.

1.2 Imaging systems in transmission electron mi-

croscopy

1.2.1 Current imaging systems in TEM

Photographic emulsion film

Film is still considered the optimal means for recording high resolution

images. Photographic emulsion film used for TEM is composed of silver gran-

ules suspended in a gelatin layer 10-30µm thick on a plastic holder. There are,

however, significant problems with using film. These include noise from non homo-

geneity in the recording medium, non linearity in response, and extensive physical

manipulation that includes film cartridge loading, post-exposure development and

digitization [29, 75]. Furthermore, film is not well suited to certain types of TEM

imaging such as tomography where immediate feedback on image quality and lo-

cation is necessary for successful data acquisition [44].

Imaging plates

While not currently in widespread use, imaging plates are another type of

recording device for TEM. Initially developed for x-ray radiography, imaging plates

offer highly linear response, large dynamic range, and digital readout. The mech-

anism behind this detector is a phosphor layer that stores the energy of charged

particles such as x-rays or electrons. A laser is then required to cause the imaging

plate to release the stored energy as light [75]. However, a limited signal to noise

ratio [76] and resolution [32] are the primary reasons these detectors have lost favor

to the slow scan CCD camera.
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CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera systems

The first charge coupled device (CCD) was invented in 1970 [8] and the

direct digital readout scintillator coupled CCD is now a standard detector option

commonly used instead of film in TEM imaging. Research in the field of astron-

omy was the driving force behind the development of large format CCDs. The

requirement of high-resolution images when photographic film was impractical or

impossible to use led to the development of large format CCD’s with pixel array

sizes greater than 1k×1k. Results from the first experimental digital imaging sys-

tem using CCDs for TEM were published in 1982 [60]. Since then, many other

systems have been reported [2, 14, 19, 23, 24]. Complete digital imaging systems

for TEM are now produced by several companies, including: Advanced Microscopy

Techniques (Rowley, MA), Gatan (Pleasanton, CA), JEOL (Peabody, MA), Pho-

tometrics (Tuscon, AZ), and Tietz-Video and Image Processing (Herbststrasse,

Gauting, Germany). These systems have become invaluable for applications such

as microscope automation, automated electron tomography, electron holography,

protein crystallography, and telemicroscopy.

CCD detectors for electron microscopy are available with formats up to

8k×8k pixels [7], although few, if any, commercial detectors deliver the full reso-

lution of the device [24]. For electron microscopy applications a phosphorescent

scintillation screen is needed to convert the electron image to a photonic image

within a spectral range where the detector quantum efficiency is maximized. Un-

fortunately, with each electron event, the photonic bloom created within the scintil-

lation screen is typically greater than the pixel pitch of the device. At 300keV, the

full-width at half- maximum (FWHM) of the spot is around 30µm; however, the

full width at 1% maximum is 200µm [26]. With a CCD pixel size of 15µm×15µm,

the large spot size will effectively reduce a 2048×2048 (or 4096×4096) pixel CCD

to only 1024×1024 (or 2048×2048). To mitigate this problem, tapered fiber op-

tics and/or demagnification lens optics can be used to demagnify the scintillator

image to match the CCD device, thereby restoring the modulation transfer func-

tion (MTF). However, both optical relay scenarios introduce some problems. With

tapered fiber optics, large spatial distortions and non-uniformities are introduced
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that are difficult to correct. With demagnification lens-optics, the poor efficiency

of the coupling dramatically reduces the number of photons reaching the CCD,

which in turn reduces the signal-to-noise ratio of the system and necessitates the

use of costly +70% efficiency (back-thinned; back-side illuminated) CCD devices

[25].

1.2.2 Development of new direct detector camera systems

To further push advances in structural and cell biology, it is necessary to

combine fast, digital image acquisition with a system that produces images with

the high quality obtainable with film. Direct electron detectors are expected to

fulfill this role in microscopy. There are three main types of direct detection

sensors being developed for imaging in TEM. The features of monolithic active

pixel sensors, hybrid pixel detectors, and double sided strip detectors are described

in this section. These are solid state detectors that use silicon to detect charged

particles. Compared with CCD cameras, these detectors have fast readout and

high sensitivity, the are radiation tolerant and, most importantly, do not require

the use of a scintillator.

The DDD is an example of a monolithic active pixel sensor (MAPS) that

has the readout electronics and sensor integrated into one monolithic design [27].

Section 2.1.1 covers in greater detail the design and charged particle detection of

the DDD, a MAPS type detector. Recently work from Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory has been published with prototype MAPS sensors of 10µm and 20µm

pixel size and 24×48 pixel detection area. This prototype has an imaging area

that is too small to perform imaging beyond basic characterization measurements

[4]. A different prototype has been developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

This prototype, the MIMOSA-V chip, has 17µm pixel pitch, a 1 megapixel format,

and a 20µm epitaxial layer making it large enough for TEM imaging experiments

[21]. The published results from testing these other MAPS prototypes show that

these sensors have generally similar characteristics to the DDD.

Hybrid pixel detectors (HPD) have readout electronics separate from the

pixel sensor that are connected through bump bonding [27]. The main drawback
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to these detectors is that the pixel size must remain large because of the difficulty

of bump bonding. For example, the Medipix2 detector has pixels with an area of

55µm2 with dimensions of 512×512 pixels. Despite the large pixel size and smaller

field of view, biological imaging studies at 120keV are being carried out with this

detector [50]. HPDs do produce an imaging system capable of low noise and high

resolution due to the ease of using an electron counting method instead of charge

integration [21].

In the early stages of development are double-sided strip detectors that use

electron counting instead of charge integration as the method for imaging [55, 56].

Not enough results have been published with these detectors to make a comparison

to the other direct electron detectors.

In summary, the large format DDD has a unique combination of features

compared to other direct detection imaging prototypes. The large format DDD has

a small pixel size of 5µm, a 1024×1024 pixel array, a very thin electron sensitive

region to reduce charge spread and the MAPS design. The biological imaging

studies presented in Chapter 4 were possible due to these features.

1.3 Development of the large format DDD

1.3.1 Historical background of work with earlier proto-

types of DDD

Standard CMOS chips do not work well for charged particle detection. How-

ever, the addition of a thin sensitive epitaxial layer of silicon radically changes the

sensing properties of the chip. This development in CMOS technology paved the

way for the creation of the DDD [36, 22, 53, 71].

The Xuong group tested three DDD prototypes previous to the development

of the large format (1024×1024 pixel array) DDD and has published results from

two of them [54, 33, 34, 73, 74]. A good deal of success was achieved with testing

the medium format (512×512 pixel array) DDD for TEM imaging [34]. However

due to the limited imaging area, investigations using biological specimen were ex-
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tremely difficult. The large format DDD was created for the purpose of performing

investigations of biological macromolecules with its much wider imaging area. An

additional goal for this prototype was the implementation of full automation with

the device for tomography and montage imaging. Automation will eventually re-

sult in the ability to perform high resolution imaging with the large format DDD

by any researcher at the NCMIR (the National Center for Microscopy and Imaging

Research), a P41 technology development center supported by the National Center

for Research Resources of the National Institutes of Health.

1.3.2 Unique features of the large format DDD

Higher sensitivity, smaller pixel size, and faster readout are the most im-

portant features of the large format DDD. How these features contribute to an

improved imaging system is described in detail here. These features are mentioned

several times throughout the discussion of the experiments with this system and

this section attempts to relate these features to their role in making the large

format DDD a useful camera system for TEM.

The combination of the small pixel size, of 5µm, and the higher sensitivity

of the DDD allow for imaging at much lower magnifications than required with

CCD cameras. CCD cameras typically have pixels sizes at least 3 times as large

and are 3 times less sensitive. Lower magnification is desired when performing

TEM, especially for high resolution work, because microscopes are often unstable

at high magnifications. Furthermore, higher magnification requires a higher beam

flux and thus higher dose to the specimen.

The higher sensitivity of the DDD at any magnification results in less ra-

diation to the specimen because fewer electrons need to be collected. This feature

also enables successful imaging with a lower level of stain than normally required

to see features of interest. Less stain theoretically should result in a general reduc-

tion in staining artifacts, though this assertion needs to be tested more extensively

through future experiments with the DDD. The higher sensitivity of the DDD is

expected to improve the quality of images from other biological samples with low

contrast, such as antibody labeled or photo-converted specimen. For cryo-EM and
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cryo-tomography, higher sensitivity allows for details in a specimen to be visible

closer to true focus, which would improve the 3D resolution achievable with these

techniques.

The large format, 1024×1024 pixel array, of this sensor allows for much

wider field imaging than possible with earlier prototypes. Even wider fields of view

can be obtained by creating large montage images with the large format DDD. In

fact, the small pixel size provides a distinct advantage for montage image acquisi-

tion. With the small pixel size of 5µm, a 1024×1024 pixel array yields an imaging

area of 5mm×5mm. This imaging area is a small enough area that the magnetic

lenses (image shift coils) in the TEM can be used for creating precise montaged

images without the need for moving the specimen. Acquisition of large montaged

images with CCD cameras that have a typical imaging area of 30mm×30mm re-

quires the use of an external specimen translation stage where precision is much

more difficult to achieve.

The speed of the data readout for the large format DDD, up to 10 frames/second,

is very fast compared to the CCD cameras used in TEM. The typical imaging mode

for the DDD acquires multiple frames and performs a summation of them to create

a final image. This type of readout is advantageous in a number of ways. Due to

electrostatic charging, the specimen can drift during image acquisition, often on

the order of a few angstroms per second. For high resolution imaging, this drift

can severely degrade the images if long integration times are used. Drift correction

has been shown to be possible with the fast readout of the DDD [34]. In addition,

as discussed in further detail in Chapter 4, it is possible to perform other types

of post processing with the data that are not possible with current TEM imaging

systems. One such post processing technique can be used to create optimal data

collection schemes to maximize information from a tilt series while minimizing dose

to the specimen.

This brief introduction covered of some of the most notable features of the

large format DDD. These unique features offer the potential to modify the current

data collection approaches, allowing researchers to address questions that were

previously impossible to approach.



Chapter 2

Technical description of the large

format DDD imaging system

The large format DDD imaging system contains many components that

interact in precise ways to render a well functioning camera. This chapter includes

a complete depiction of the DDD sensor and support hardware. In addition, the

overall DDD system operation, including software control, is discussed. Finally, a

brief description is given of the two transmission electron microscopes used in the

experiments presented in this thesis.

2.1 DDD chip design and operation

This section describes the basic design, properties, and operation of the

large format DDD used for the experiments in this thesis. The large format DDD

was designed by the Advanced Digital Imaging Laboratory at UC Irvine and rep-

resented a large part of the PhD thesis work done by Dr. Shengdong Li [43] under

the advisement of Dr. Stuart Kleinfelder. The original sensor design was created

for high energy particle physics. It was then adapted for the lower energies of

transmission electron microscopy [71].

13
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2.1.1 Large format DDD design

CMOS active pixel sensor design

The large format DDD has 1024×1024 pixels with a pixel pitch of 5µm re-

sulting in an imaging area of approximately 5mm×5mm. This detector is a CMOS

(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) monolithic active pixel sensor. The

large format DDD prototype was fabricated using a TSMC (Taiwan Semiconductor

Manufacturing Company) 2.5V 0.25µm process. The fabrication was carried out

at MOSIS, a low-cost prototyping and small-volume production service for VLSI

circuit development [66].

Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of a typical DDD pixel. The chip is divided

into three vertical regions in the diagram. There is approximately 10µm of elec-

tronics on the top. Below the electronics is the lightly doped, 8µm thick, silicon

epitaxial region. Approximately 300µm of a silicon substrate is below the sensitive

epitaxial layer. A 2.5µm×2.5µm photodiode is at the center of the pixel to collect

charge.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the pixel circuit diagram for the large format DDD

chip. The pixel consists of the photodiode (the charge sensitive element), a reset

transistor, a source follower buffer and a row select switch [43].
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Figure 2.1: This diagram shows the cross section of a DDD pixel where the incident
electron travels through the sensitive epitaxial layer and generates non primary
electrons that diffuse to the photodiode in the center. Drawing is not to scale.
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Figure 2.2: The pixel circuit diagram shows the photodiode, the reset transistor,
a source follower buffer and a row select switch. Image courtesy of Dr. Stuart
Kleinfelder, UC Irvine.

Electron detection with the DDD

A basic description of how electron detection occurs within the DDD is

necessary to understand the images acquired with the DDD. Figure 2.1 shows the

cross section of a pixel with an electron track going through the sensitive epitaxial

region. As the electron passes through the sensitive epitaxial layer a succession

of scattering interactions occur. The frequency of these interactions is determined

from the total mean free path. These interactions can be both elastic or inelastic.

This scattering process typically releases about 1000 electrons from the creation

of hole-pairs. The angular deflections from elastic scattering are based on the

Mott differential cross-sections [18]. To calculate the energy loss of the electrons,

the inelastic electronic collision cross-sections provided by Bichsel are used [6].

Diffusion of the scattered electrons, rather than drift, is the main electron transport
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mechanism [38]. The electrons are confined to the epitaxial region, and eventually

diffuse to a photodiode. The thinness of the epitaxial layer reduces diffusion to

adjacent pixels.

Readout design

In order to improve readout speed, the DDD pixel array is divided into 16

sectors, 64×1024 pixels each for parallel readout. The outputs are 16 unity gain

buffers (UGBs), corresponding to each sector. Each UGB is then processed by an

Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) on a separate electronics board.

To acquire one frame, the voltage in a pixel is read out twice before its

value is reset. An integration time can be added, with a range between 0ms and

254ms. The minimum time for one read of the entire detector is 53ms, making the

minimum time to acquire one frame 106ms.

The readout of the DDD, as described above, is fast compared to the CCD

cameras typically used for TEM. Figure 2.3 shows how for a CCD camera signal

is collected for a fixed integration time of up to several seconds and then is read

out. Since the signal readout rate for a commercial TEM CCD camera is generally

greater than 250ms, taking multiple fast exposures is not an option. In contrast,

an image from the DDD is composed of the addition of many frames. Figure 2.3

shows an example where a final image from the DDD is composed of the sum of

the five frames shown in the diagram. The benefits of the fast readout of the DDD

cannot be overstated. Since there is often drift of the specimen during exposure,

fast readout makes drift correction in images possible for the first time. This has

been demonstrated with both the medium and large format DDD prototypes [34].
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TIME (seconds)
0 0.5 1.0

DDD

CCD

FRAME 1 FRAME 2 FRAME 3 FRAME 4 FRAME 5

READ TIME: 53ms

READ TIME: 250ms

Figure 2.3: Diagram shows the difference between the way a CCD camera versus
a DDD is read out. Timing is shown for a single pixel.

2.1.2 Large format DDD properties and operation

Description of noise

Here we describe the sources of noise affecting the DDD imaging system and

the methods with which they are handled to produce low noise images. Because

of the unique readout mode of the DDD, a much higher signal to noise can be

archived compared to CCD cameras.

There are four main contributions to noise in the DDD. Three of these are

intrinsic to both CCDs and DDDs and affect all pixels equally regardless of signal.

The first is readout noise from the electronics. This noise is primarily from the

Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) and amplifiers, and is present only when the

chip is being read out. The second contribution to the noise is the reset noise.
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The signal from a pixel is measured relative to its reset level and the thermal noise

associated with this reset level is referred to as the reset or kT/C noise [37]. The

third source of noise is from dark current, a thermally dependent parameter. Dark

noise is due to thermally generated electrons diffusing to the diode in the absence

of photons or other incident particles bombarding the detector [30].

The last form of noise, that will be discussed in later sections, is Poisson

noise. This is the statistical variation that occurs as a function of the number of

particles that are being detected. This noise affects all particle detection systems,

including CCD cameras and film, and is not uniquely inherent to the DDD camera.

The error or standard deviation is
√

N where N is the number of particles detected.
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Figure 2.4: The various types of noise affecting the DDD and their temporal
relationship during readout of a pixel. Post processing of dark current subtraction
and correlated double sampling eliminate much of the noise from the final image.
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The three dominant types of noise are shown in Figure 2.4, a diagram that

represents one pixel during one frame of data acquisition. The readout noise from

the electronics adds contributions twice, each time the pixel is read out. The

dark noise is integrated during the time between the two sequential reads of the

pixel. The reset noise occurs at the beginning when the pixel is reset. In order

to effectively eliminate reset noise, correlated double sampling is applied. This

consists of reading a pixel twice before resetting, storing both pixel values, and

subtracting the two reads to get a final frame that has noise primarily due to

dark current and readout noise. While this corrects for the reset noise, resulting

in a quieter system, the correlated double sampling method limits the speed at

which data may be acquired with the DDD. Furthermore, as Figure 2.4 shows, any

signal generated by an incident particle in the time between the reset pulse and

the first read is subtracted out of the final signal after correlated double sampling

is applied.

In addition to adding noise, the dark current also adds an offset to every

pixel, the level of which is dependent both on the integration time and the tem-

perature. To remove this offset an average of many frames taken without incident

particles is subtracted from the image frame. This process is described in more

detail in Section 3.1.1.

Radiation tolerance

Radiation tolerance was of great importance in the design of the detector

since it is one of the main hindrances to building a direct detection sensor for

TEM. The earliest work in 1982 [60] exposed a CCD camera directly to electrons

and resulted in rapid deterioration of the camera. An indirect scheme for CCD

cameras with a scintillation screen was later adopted [24].

To use the phrase “radiation damage” when discussing radiation effects on

the CMOS active pixel sensors is somewhat misleading since damage implies a

state where the functionality of the chip is permanently compromised. Instead,

the effects of ionizing radiation in silicon consist of trapped holes and interface

states. When ionizing radiation, like electrons, strike a CMOS device, electron hole
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pairs are created in the SiO2 that either then recombine or diffuse apart. Some

percentage of the electrons/holes may end up trapped as isolated charge. The

effect on the performance of the detector is that dark current increases. Along

with hole traps, ionizing radiation can also cause interface states to occur at the

Si-SiO2 junction. This interface state is generally a surface Si atom that has an

incomplete bond in the direction of the oxide, but is bonded to three other Si

atoms. A charged interface state will also lead to an increase in dark current.

However, the trapped charge caused by ionizing radiation is not “damage” per se

because annealing the chip will free the charge from the isolated hole traps. The

interface states are more stable than isolated trapped charges and while annealing

can still be used reduce these, a much longer time is required [13].

The large format DDD was made of a reasonably thin oxide to reduce the

effects of ionizing radiation. This does not reduce the formation of electron hole

pairs but instead the number of charges that remain trapped either at the Si-SiO2

interface or within the oxide itself [13]. This process, combined with the ability

to reverse the ionizing radiation effect by periodic annealing resulted in a camera

that can withstand the radiation in a transmission electron microscope.

Figure 2.5 shows the results from radiation tolerance measurements with

the medium format (512×512 pixel) DDD. The effects on the dark current are

much more pronounced at the higher temperature of 33◦C, but both curves show

a similar exponential shape though not the same magnitude, in the dose response

curves. From these studies it was shown that when cooled to -15◦C the DDD can

tolerate a dose of approximately 3 × 106 electrons/pixel before the dark current

begins to exponentially increase. After the radiation effects became apparent,

annealing the sensor at 100◦C for 7 days reversed the effects of radiation to pre

radiation levels with the medium format DDD prototype.
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Figure 2.5: DDD radiation tolerance for medium format (512×512 pixel) chip.
Axis on left shows the resulting scale for a non cooled chip while the axis on the
right show shows the much lower dark current for the cooled chip as well as an
increase in the time it takes for the radiation damage to become apparent. Figure
courtesy of Dr. Liang Jin, UCSD [73]

2.2 DDD imaging system components

2.2.1 Support hardware

The support hardware for the DDD is described below. Particular attention

is given to the novel custom hardware, such as the electron beam flux sensor.
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Miscellaneous support hardware

An external hardware control box was created to allow for manual shutter

control, monitoring of the thermistors and cooling system control. Also a hardware

controller device was attached to the control box allowing a computer to control

and monitor the values of the support hardware. Three thermistors were used to

monitor the temperature of the system. These were attached to a peltier device, a

metal cold finger and the back of the DDD chip. A mechanical shutter was devised

to minimize unintentional radiation exposure to the sensor.

Cooling system

A cooling system is required to reduce dark current noise and minimize

the effect of radiation damage to the DDD sensor. The experimental results from

implementing cooling is described in Section 3.1.1. A two stage system was used

which consisted of a water chiller and a peltier device. Foam blocks were placed

underneath the chiller for all imaging experiments at 120keV to reduce vibrations

to the camera system. The peltier device was attached to the outside of the front

panel of the detector mounting assembly. A copper cold finger that ran the length

of the DDD electronics board was in thermal contact with the peltier device. The

cold finger was wrapped in aluminized mylar to prevent heat loss. The cold finger

was attached to the bottom of the detector housing with thermal grease.

Electron beam flux sensor

A measurement of the electron beam dose to the sensor is important for

the operation of the DDD system. The electron dose is necessary for calibrations

and performance measurements, as well as for monitoring radiation damage. A

sensor was designed specifically for the DDD system and shall be referred to as

the Faraday plate in the rest of the thesis. Figure 2.6 shows the schematic for the

Faraday plate. A electrometer grade op amp is attached to a circular aluminum

plate that is placed adjacent to the sensor on the aluminum housing. An error of

approximately 10% is expected due to the scattering of electrons from the plate.
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Figure 2.6: Faraday plate circuit

2.2.2 DDD computer control and software

Described in this section is the computer control of the DDD system.

Sensor control, data readout and storage

Custom firmware and readout electronics were manufactured by High Tech

Electronics, Inc. The custom electronics served as the conduit between the com-

puter, the data recording device and the sensor chip.

Due to the large amount of data generated from the large format DDD,

data readout was a major problem that had to be solved inorder to acquire data

continuously. A single frame from the large format DDD is 4 MB of information.

Due to the high frame rate of the DDD, the system can generate 40 MB/sec of

data. Recording data continuously at this rate is not possible without a specialized

system. To accomplish reading out the data at this rate, we purchased a Streamstor

data recording system by Conduant Corporation [16]. The Streamstor system

consists of an acquisition board directly connected to eight 250 MB hard drives.

It can be controlled using the DDD control electronics, and can output data to a

PC. The Streamstor is able to record data at such a high rate by directly writing

the data sequentially to the hard drives.
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DDD Application Protocol Interface

The master software used to control all the other components of the system

is called the DDD application protocol interface (API). The DDD API was written

in C++ with a modular object oriented design to increase scalability and to quickly

process raw image data. C++ was chosen over other languages for its speed in

data processing [68]. The API also extensively uses the Standard Template Library

[57] in order to minimize memory management issues and provide robust, readable

code that could be straight forwardly modified by other developers.

The graphical user interface and set of image display tools built for the DDD

is based upon ROOT, an object oriented data analysis framework [11]. ROOT was

chosen because of the graphical user interface features and the extensive mathe-

matical and scientific analysis packages. Furthermore, the ROOT graphical user

interface framework uses signal/slots which is an advanced object oriented commu-

nication design that eliminates callback functions allowing for more efficient event

handling.

Figure 2.7: A screenshot of the graphical user interface that controls the DDD
system and performs image processing and display
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2.3 Experimental setup

2.3.1 DDD imaging system setup

DDD mounting schemes

Figure 2.8 shows the assembly used to mount the DDD on the JEOL TEM.

This was a unique design that allowed the sensor and electronics to be mounted

easily into the film drawer of any JEOL microscope. Developed for earlier DDD

prototypes, this mounting system allowed the DDD to be quickly moved to other

microscopes to test the performance with different incident electron energies.

Figure 2.8: Film drawer mount for JEOL microscopes

Unlike the JEOL TEMs, the FEI brand TEMs do not have a film drawer.

For the FEI TEM, a bottom mount was designed specifically for the large format

DDD system. This mount allowed the DDD to be placed on axis with the micro-

scope beam. Furthermore, ports on the side of the mount housing allowed for the
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placement of other cameras adjacent to or below the DDD sensor.

Final setup

The final setup of the DDD, with bottom mount assembly on an FEI Spirit

TEM, is shown in Figure 2.9. The cross section shows the detector in the aluminum

housing with the adjacent Faraday plate. The cold finger runs the length of the

detector and ends at the peltier cooling device at the front panel.
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Figure 2.9: Diagram illustrating the large format DDD bottom mounted to a
TEM, the experimental setup for all imaging experiments on an FEI Spirit. A
cross sectional representation shows the Faraday plate adjacent to the sensor. A
removable plate beneath the DDD allows for mounting other cameras.

2.3.2 Transmission electron microscopes

Two different transmission electron microscopes were used for the experi-

ments described in this thesis. A general description of each model as well as the

reasons for choosing these microscopes is discussed below.
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Transmission Electron Microscope for 200keV experiments

A JEOL JEM2000EX 200keV TEM was used for the characterization exper-

iments of the large format DDD. Since the earlier DDD prototypes were all tested

on JEOL brand microscopes, the mounting system described in Section 2.3.1 was

already designed and fabricated. This allowed initial testing of the large format

DDD system to move forward quickly. With the film drawer mounting scheme, in

which neither the CCD camera nor the DDD were retractable, the DDD sensor

was placed off axis so that a CCD camera placed underneath would not be blocked.

While this configuration worked well for characterizing the DDD, imaging biolog-

ical specimen proved to be challenging. The sensor was approximately 10cm from

the center of the viewing screen, making it difficult to locate specimen with respect

to the sensor. In order to quickly acquire as much biological data with the large

format system as possible, while continuing developing towards a production sys-

tem for use at the NCMIR, it became necessary to switch to a newer, more easily

automated TEM.

Transmission Electron Microscope for 120keV experiments

The DDD was moved from the JEOL JEM2000EX microscope to an FEI

Spirit 120keV TEM for the imaging and tomography experiments. Although the

spatial resolution of the DDD is worse at 120keV as compared to 200keV, this

change was made for two reasons. First, the bottom mounting system allowed for

the DDD to be placed directly on axis with the beam and focusing screen of the

TEM. This allowed for much easier alignment of the specimen with the camera.

Second, the JEOL 200keV TEM has limited automation capabilities and no stage

control. This makes automation for tomography and for mosaic imaging infeasible.



Chapter 3

Detector characterization

In this chapter the results of a thorough characterization of the large format

(1024×1024) DDD are reported. Both the operational characteristics and the per-

formance capabilities have been measured. These results are necessary for the

calibration and interpretation of images acquired with the DDD. In particular

they allow the determination of bad pixels and of the pixel gain variation. Basic

characterization has also allowed us to debug unforeseen hardware and firmware

issues and to ensure a properly functioning imaging system prior to its use in a

microscope. The characterization was performed in two steps. First, the basic

operational characteristics were explored on a lab bench. Second, the DDD was

mounted on transmission electron microscopes and the detector response to sin-

gle electrons, the modulation transfer function, the noise power spectra and the

detective quantum efficiency were measured. A full quantitative analysis of the

imaging capabilities has been performed, which has led to insights into future

design improvements.

Characterization of the large format (1024 x 1024 pixel) DDD was only

performed using 120 and 200keV electrons. The design of the large format DDD is

very similar to a prototype one quarter the size. Characterization of this smaller

chip has been performed with incident electrons of up to 400keV. The results from

the medium format (512 x 512 pixel) DDD are well matched with the large format

results at 120 and 200keV [34], thus it can be assumed that the results at these

higher energies are also valid for the large format DDD.

31
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3.1 Basic characteristics

Before a thorough assessment of the imaging performance with the DDD

could be performed, it was necessary to characterize the properties of the detector

with simpler measurements. There were four major components to this character-

ization. The basic noise properties and performance in the dark with no incident

particles are shown, including a quantitative measure of the effect of cooling the

sensor, which lowers the dark current contribution to overall noise. An x-ray

source was used to determine the ratio between the analog-to-digital converter

(ADC) units of a pixel value to energy absorbed by the DDD from a particle in-

teraction in the substrate. Also presented are two other measurements that are

crucial for TEM imaging studies, the location of bad pixels and the unique gain

value associated with each pixel. And finally, the DDD signal response for single

and multiple electron bombardment is also presented. The results of these mea-

surements dictated, in part, what optimal beam intensities and integration times

would be used for imaging biological specimen.

3.1.1 DDD performance in dark conditions

Here the response of the detector in the dark without incident particles is

shown, both while cooled and at room temperature. A more thorough description

of the DDD readout and noise characteristics is described in the previous chapter.

Dark current measurement

The dark current of the system is defined as the signal accumulated on the

chip in the dark after a correlated double sampling (CDS) correction has been

applied to eliminate the reset noise. The dark current comes from the thermally

generated free charge accumulating directly on the photodiode. A necessary post

processing step for imaging with the DDD is to average a large number of frames

in the dark and then subtract this average dark current from the image.

The noise associated with the dark current results from the difference be-

tween the dark current contribution to the current frame and the averaged dark
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current image. This noise follows a Poisson distribution, so it is larger for larger

dark currents. For this reason it is advantageous to reduce the amount of dark

current through cooling.

Figure 3.1 shows the average pixel ADC values from 20 frames for different

integration times with the DDD at room temperature and cooled to -16◦C. The

room temperature measurement was performed on a lab bench while the measure-

ment with the cooled detector was taken with the DDD mounted on a microscope

and held under vacuum. Correlated double sampling correction was applied to

both data sets.

The dark current values at 53ms integration time are reduced from well over

100 ADC units to 7 ADC units . In addition to reducing the dark noise, cooling

is particularly beneficial since at room temperature a significant amount of the

dynamic range of the detector is dominated by dark current. Furthermore these

results confirm a linear relationship between integration time and dark current

indicating that it is unlikely there existed some other form of spurious signal in

the system competing with the dark current .
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Figure 3.1: Dark current for different pixel readout times for both room temper-
ature and -16◦C. The current is reduced by about one order of a magnitude by
holding the DDD at the lower temperature.

The following protocol for correction of dark current is used to correct all

the experiments described in this thesis. First 200 to 300 frames are acquired in

the dark, without incident particles. Then a dark current image is created by

averaging all of the frames together. The dark current correction then consists of

subtracting this dark current image from any frame being corrected.

Pixel values after dark current and CDS correction

The DDD was cooled to -20◦C and 1000 frames were recorded with an

exposure time of 53ms. For each frame current and correlated double sampling

correction were then applied. Figure 3.2 shows the histogram created from all the

pixel values in the 1000 frames. The results show a mean value of 0.5 ADC units

with standard deviation of 3 ADC units. These values mean that a noise floor

value of 30 ADC units can be safely used as a threshold value for the detection of

an incident electron or x-ray.
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Figure 3.2: Plot shows histogram of pixel values from 1000 frames with no incident
particles and applied dark current and CDS correction. The standard deviation is
2.95 ADC units showing that a noise floor value of 30 ADC units could be used as
a threshold value for the detection of an incident electron or x-ray.

3.1.2 Energy calibration measurement with x-rays

In order to find the energy deposited in the detector from the pixel ADC

values, a calibration with an x-ray source was used. Unlike electrons, an x-ray

deposits all of its energy at the single site of interaction. Thus by knowing the

energy of the x-rays emitted by radioactive sources we can calibrate the ADC

values with energy deposition. For this measurement, an Fe55 source with x-rays

of 5.9keV was chosen.

Methods

X-ray sources cannot be placed in the vacuum column of a microscope,

where most of our other measurements were performed, due to safety considera-

tions. Instead, the DDD was placed into a plastic bag that was flushed with dry

nitrogen to minimize any chance of frost on the detector or electronics. It was then
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inserted into a thermal chamber and cooled to -25◦C. An Fe55 source was placed

above the detector and 20,000 frames were recorded. An average dark current sub-

traction and correlated double sampling correction were applied to the data prior

to analysis of x-ray events. An x-ray event is defined as a cluster of adjacent pixels

with a readout of at least 40 ADC units for one of the pixels. This threshold was

chosen because it was well above the noise of an average pixel. The center of the

event was the pixel with the maximum value in this cluster.

Results

Figure 3.3 shows the average from 9000 events in 500 frames where the

center of the events were lined up on top of each other and averaged together. Since

there were approximately 18 x-ray events per frame, there was a low possibility of

two or more x-rays hitting the same area and skewing the results to show more

energy deposition.
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Figure 3.3: The average of ≈9000 events Fe55 x-ray events detected by the DDD
is shown. Most of the energy is deposited in a 3×3 pixel area.

From these ≈9000 events, we see that the energy is, on average, deposited

in a 3 × 3 pixel area. Since this is based upon an average of a very large number

of events, of which some would have had energy deposited in a larger area, a 5 ×
5 pixel area was summed to find the energy deposited in each event. The resulting

histogram of the sum of 5 × 5 pixel area of about 338400 events from 18800 frames

is shown in Figure 3.4. Since the peak value of the histogram is 148.82 ADC units,

we divide by the Fe55 x-ray energy of 5.9keV to get the calibration value of 25 ADC

units per keV of energy deposited in the detector. The lack of perfect symmetry

in the Gaussian distribution of the energies in the histogram is most likely due to

readout noise. A histogram of a 7 × 7 array showed the same peak value, ensuring

that the measurement area was adequate to detect the full x-ray energy.
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Figure 3.4: Fe55 histogram of energy deposited in the detector in a 5×5 pixel area.
The peak value of 149 ADC units is divided by the Fe55 x-ray energy of 5.9keV
to get the calibration value of 25 ADC units per keV of energy deposited in the
detector.

3.1.3 DDD signal response to electron dose and incident

electron energy

The response of the DDD to electrons as a function of dose and incident

electron energy was measured to find the optimal dose conditions to acquire images

with the DDD. The optimal dose will provide signals near the top of the range

where DDD response is linear. This will provide the best signal to noise ratio,

while maintaining the simplicity of a linear response.
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Methods

This measurement was performed by flood illuminating the DDD at differ-

ent electron doses while maintaining a total integration time of 153ms. The data

were collected on a JEOL 2000EX electron microscope with 200keV electron en-

ergy and on a FEI Spirit with 120keV electron energy. The detector was cooled to

approximately -15◦C to reduce dark current and radiation damage to the detector.

The beam intensity was measured by the Faraday plate adjacent to the detector.

A set of 20 frames was recorded at each dose level. After averaging the results

of 20 frames, a histogram was created of the frequency of the average ADC count

value of each pixel. Each frame had a dark current and correlated double sampling

correction applied.

Results

Figure 3.5 shows the mean ADC value from a histogram of all the pixel

values at each dose. The Faraday beam intensity value was converted from pA/cm2

to electrons/pixel/frame. This figure shows that the detector response is linear in

the region of a dose of 0 to 4 electrons/pixel/frame for 120keV electrons. Above

this dose, the DDD’s response is nonlinear and would distort imaging results. The

DDD has a higher dose linearity threshold for 200keV electrons because less signal

is deposited in each pixel with a higher incident electron energy since there are

fewer Coulomb interactions to deposit energy. A higher dose per frame is desired

since there is some amount of reset noise introduced to each frame, making it

desirable to reduce the number of frames that need to be summed. The fewer

number of frames one sums together the better the signal to noise ratio for final

image.
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Figure 3.5: Plot shows the signal response as a function of electron dose. The
linearity of the DDD response degrades above 3 or 4 electrons/pixel/frame, showing
that the optimal imaging dose per frame should be lower than this amount.

From Figure 3.5, imaging at a dose of approximately 2 electrons/pixel/frame

would ensure a linear detector response. Figure 3.6 shows that changing the total

integration time from 153ms to 53ms does little to change the detector response

to dose for 120keV electrons. From these results, it was decided that biological

imaging would be carried out at a dose between 2 and 3 electrons/pixel/frame.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of signal response with different integration times of 53 and 153ms.
This measurement confirms that integration time does not affect signal linearity.
120keV electrons were used to acquire this data.

3.1.4 Bad pixels

From earlier prototypes, it was known that the DDD would likely have a

small percentage of pixels that are unusable for imaging since their values fluctuate

to very high and low values without the presence of any input signal. To find the

bad pixels, generally 1000 to 2000 frames are recorded in the dark. The first 100

frames are averaged and then subtracted from subsequent frames to reduce the

effect of the dark current. The most likely standard deviation value of a pixel

for each ADC sector is then computed. A threshold ADC value is then found for

each sector by multiplying the most likely standard deviation by 7, an empirically

generated value. Once this process is finished, bad pixels are found in the same

data set by comparison to the appropriate sector threshold. If the value of a pixel is

greater than the threshold, the location is noted and written to a file. A correction
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for bad pixels for an image acquired with the DDD is performed by taking the

average of the pixel values immediately adjacent to the bad pixel and using that

value as a replacement for the bad pixel.

Employing this algorithm, the average number of bad pixels is 1.6%. Al-

though these pixels are uniformly distributed across the face of the detector, many

more occur at the edges of the detector. The first and last few columns and rows

tend to have a very high percentage of bad pixels or pixels with very high gain

and the images are often cropped from 1024 × 1024 pixels to 1020 × 1020 pixels

to mitigate this effect.

Figure 3.7 shows that the distribution of the bad pixels is uniform over

columns and rows so that the failure of this correction from the existence of adja-

cent bad pixels is a rare occurrence. This uniform distribution also demonstrates

that there are no large defective regions of the sensor which can occur during the

manufacturing process.
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Figure 3.7: Histograms of the distribution of bad pixels across rows (Figure 3.7(a))
and columns (Figure 3.7(b)) in sensor. The 1.6% bad pixels are uniformly dis-
tributed across the chip, except for the edges of the sensor that are expected to
have a higher percentage of bad pixels.

3.1.5 Pixel gain determination

On the whole, the pixel response across the detector is fairly uniform. How-

ever, some small gain variation does occur where the pixel gain is defined as the

unique signal response amplification that each pixel has to input charge. Contri-
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butions to this gain variation are the CMOS manufacturing process, the source

follower and unity gain buffer reading out the pixel voltage, the gain differences

in each of the 16 analog to digital converters used to read out the detector and

any physical barrier that attenuates the response such as adsorbed material on

the detector face. Correcting for these gain differences is a standard practice in

all digital imaging systems and was necessary to achieve the best images with the

large format DDD.

Uniform electron beam measurement

A reasonable estimate of pixel gain values can be made by recording with

uniform beam flux for a long enough time to collect a large number of electrons

per pixel. Although the Landau distribution of energy deposited in the detector

makes this a less than ideal method, the results proved to be adequate for correcting

images. The method used to measure the pixel gain variation was to illuminate

the DDD with a uniform beam of a flux of approximately 2 electrons/pixel/frame

for 1000 frames. The average ADC value for each pixel was found by summing

the ADC values and dividing by the total number of frames. An average value of

the set of average pixel values was then calculated. The gain value then for each

individual pixel was the average value of all the pixel values divided by individual

average pixel value.

Figure 3.8 is a histogram of the gain values for each pixel. The results

are only shown for gain values between 0.8 and 1.2. While full range of the gain

values is from 0.252 to 414, these few outliers are not included in the histogram in

order show the overall uniformity of the detector pixel gain values. The mean for

this histogram is 1.003 with a standard deviation of 0.023 showing that the gain

variation across the detector is minor, though still large enough to benefit from

gain correction.
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Figure 3.8: A histogram of the pixel gain values demonstrates the Gaussian, low
pixel to pixel gain variation for the DDD. The mean is 1.003 with a standard
deviation of 0.023. The full range of the gain values are from 0.252 to 414, but the
range is condensed since these represent a tiny fraction of pixels.

Figure 3.9 shows a 2D image where each pixel value represents the gain of

that pixel. The contrast has been enhanced by restricting the lower and upper

bounds on the image values to 0.9 and 1.1 to make the different gain values of the

ADC sectors apparent. The bands that are apparent are from the gain variation

from the ADC readout electronics. Also apparent in this image is some slight

non-uniformity across the detector face that is most likely due to either oxidation

of the protective coating of the detector, or material adsorbed onto the detector

surface.

While a uniform electron beam correction for individual pixel gain works

well, it has the significant drawback that it requires a large dose of electron signal
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Figure 3.9: A 2D image is shown where each pixel value corresponds to the pixel
gain calculated from a flood illumination measurement with the DDD. Due to the
low variation in pixel gain, the contrast was enhanced by restricting the lower and
upper bounds on the image to 0.9 and 1.1 respectively, thereby allowing us to
see the 16 parallel readout sectors on the face of the chip as well as minor non-
uniformity across the detector face due to oxidation of the protective coating or
material adsorbed onto the detector surface.
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causing radiation damage and shortening the immediate usability of the detector.

Since the gain of the pixels changes over time, this measurement has to be repeated

periodically. Ideally a photon source, such as a uniform beam of light, would be

used for measuring the pixel gain variation instead of electrons. There are two

reasons for this. The first is that the light would not cause radiation damage. The

second is that all the energy of a photon would be deposited in the detector instead

of a range of energies as is the case with electrons.

3.1.6 Single electron studies

An examination of the characteristics of single electrons striking the DDD

gives a great deal of insight into the detector performance and was a critical mea-

surement to perform before commencing TEM imaging studies. As described in

Section 2.1.2, when a single electron strikes the DDD and passes through the

sensitive epitaxial layer, on average about 1000 electrons are liberated through

Coulomb interactions and diffuse toward the photodiode in the center of each pixel

[43]. Therefore there are many pieces of information about the DDD to be learned

from examining single electron hits. The single electron studies show how much

the charge deposited in the detector typically spreads and a point spread function

estimate can be obtained. This measurement also shows that unlike the x-ray

measurements where an x-ray’s energy is fully deposited in the sensor, the energy

deposited in the DDD by an electron passing through the sensor has a Landau

distribution. This is the expected distribution and confirms that the detector is

functioning properly [39]. From previous studies with an earlier prototype [54], an

unusual feature of the Landau distribution led to the discovery of back-scattered

electrons depositing more energy in the detector than expected.

Methods

The single electron measurements were performed on a JEOL-JEM2000EX

microscope for 200keV and on a FEI Spirit microscope for the 120keV incident

electron energies. The detector was cooled to approximately -15◦C. The incident

electron beam dose was measured using a Faraday plate adjacent to the sensor.
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The electron beam was decreased to less than 0.01 pA/cm2 and a total integration

time of 53ms was chosen. This very low flux was used to try to minimize the

chance of more than one electron striking the same pixel region of the detector at

a time. 2000 frames were acquired with this current, and 300 frames without a

beam were used to correct for the dark current. The data were not corrected for

pixel gain variation though bad pixels were eliminated. A noise floor threshold of

30 ADC units, determined from the noise measurement described above, was used

to determine whether an electron event had occurred in a pixel.

The algorithms used to determine that an event occurred are described as

follows. First the area to look for an event was constrained to be inside a sub area

of the detector from row 20 to row 1003 and column 20 to column 1003, eliminating

a 20 pixel border along all edges of the detector. This was done to take into account

that the edge columns and rows are usually noisier than the rest of the detector,

as well as the problem of events spreading charge in an area asymmetrically. The

pixel values were then compared to the noise floor of 30 ADC. If a pixel had a

value higher than 30 ADC, first a check is performed to see if the pixel is one of

the known bad pixels as defined previously in this chapter. If it was not a bad

pixel, then the neighboring pixels are checked in a predefined square area to see

if any other pixels have values higher than the chosen pixel. If no pixels in the

neighboring vicinity have higher values, this pixel is determined to be the center

of the event.

For measuring the energy deposition distribution, the pixel values in a 9×9

matrix are summed and binned into a histogram. For obtaining a point spread

function estimate for a single electron, an event is added to a 9×9 matrix where

the highest value is placed in the center of the matrix. The average value is finally

found by dividing by the number of events added to the matrix. A 9×9 matrix

was used for the 200keV single electron analysis. Due to greater charge spread in

the sensor and more back scattered events, a 15×15 matrix area was used for the

120keV analysis, although only a 9×9 area is shown in the results.
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Figure 3.10: Low beam flux image showing single electron energy deposition.
Asymmetry and scattering within the silicon are visible for some particles.
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Results of typical electron event

Figure 3.10 shows a very low flux image from a single frame. The purpose

of this figure is to demonstrate some interesting features of the single electron

sensitivity of this detector. Many events have asymmetric energy distributions

due to multiple scattering in the silicon and these interactions are easily visible in

the image. Some degradation of resolution occurs from a wide variety of spatial

interactions.

Results of energy deposition distribution

Figure 3.11(b) shows the histogram of the energy deposited in the sensor

by incident electrons of 200keV where 105,905 events were detected in 2000 frames

and with an average of 53 events per frame out of one million pixels. This low

number of events per frame ensures a very low probability that more than one

incident electron was involved in creating an event. Figure 3.11(a) shows the results

with 120keV electrons where 262,002 events were detected in 2000 frames. This

higher flux of events explains why the graph shows 15 events had energy deposition

greater than 120keV, indicating that a small fraction of multiple electron events

was included in the data.

As expected, the histograms in Figure 3.11 show a Landau distribution [39]

below 10keV with a peak at 8.4keV and 6.4keV, for 120keV and 200keV incident

electrons respectively. However, many events have unexpectedly higher absorbed

energy values. The higher energy deposition was observed in an earlier prototype

DDD [54] and explained through extensive simulation as the result of incident

electrons that are back-scattered in the silicon substrate (250µm thick) and re-

enter the sensitive epitaxial region a second time. These back-scattered electrons

deposit more energy in the detector because they have a much lower velocity. The

best way to reduce these back-scattered electrons would be to thin the 250µm

silicon substrate down to 30µm. While this process has been explored, the data in

this thesis come from a chip that is not thinned. However, the effect of the back

scattering may be limited by utilizing a maximum dose per frame while imaging

due to the limited dynamic range of the sensor.
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Figure 3.11: The histograms of energy deposited in the sensor by electrons show
the expected Landau distribution. In order to collect all the charge from one
incident electron, the values from a 9×9 array were summed to obtain the energy
deposited.
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Results of pixel resolution estimate and signal to noise estimate

Figure 3.12 shows the results of the averages of the single electron events

for 120keV and 200keV incident electrons. The pixel value at each pixel position

was added to the sum of all values of the pixel in equivalent positions in previous

cases. At the end of a run, this sum was divided by the number of cases i.e. the

number of detected electrons. The average distribution has significant values only

inside a 5×5 array and 3×3 array centered on the maximum values for the 120keV

and 200keV data respectively. The low background values outside the maximum

areas are non zero because high energy back scattered events were not excluded

from this analysis. The background goes to zero outside the centroid when they

are.

Calculation of the signal to noise ratio estimate is given in Equation 3.1.

The noise is defined as the standard deviation from Figure 3.2, while the signal

is found by summing over a 7×7 array. This results in a signal to noise ratio

estimate of 17:1 for 120keV electrons and 10:1 for 200keV electrons, when the

highest backscattered events are removed from the analysis.

signal to noise ratio =

∑
n×n pixel area

Noise
(3.1)

The average energy deposition data also allow us to make a spatial reso-

lution estimate. Plotting the 2D line spread function from this centroid, we can

fit a Gaussian to the resulting curve which results in full width at half maximums

of 7.2µm and 6.8µm for 120keV and 200keV data.This FWHM is due mostly to

the fact that the incident electrons are distributed all over the central pixel. If

we suppose this distribution to be Gaussian with a FWHM of 5µm (the size of a

pixel) then we can try to de-convolute the result. Using Equation 3.2, resolution

estimates for a single electron are 5.2µm for 120keV single electrons and 4.7µm for

200keV single electrons.

resolution estimate =

√
FWHM2 − pixel size2 (3.2)
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Figure 3.12: The figures show the average energy deposited by ≈100,000 events
for 200keV single electrons or ≈250,000 events for 120keV single electrons. Each
element of the array represents a DDD pixel with an associated value. For each
event the pixel with the largest value was placed at the center of the array. The
non zero background is due to small percentage of high energy depositions caused
by back scattered electrons that tunnel from the silicon substrate back into the
sensitive epitaxial region of the detector. Signal to noise and resolution estimates
can be calculated from these data for 120 and 200keV. Note that most charge is
collected within a 5×5 area.
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Limitations to the signal to noise ratio and pixel resolution estimate

It is important to note that while the single electron studies provide im-

portant information about the sensor, there are limitations to the data analysis.

The first limitation is that a 30 ADC unit threshold was applied to determine

whether an electron struck the detector to differentiate between noise and actual

events. Due to the nature of the Landau energy deposition distributions, there are

electrons that deposit energy with less than the 30 ADC cutoff. Therefore, this

analysis tends to overestimate the signal to noise ratio slightly. In addition, the

estimate of the pixel resolution is overestimated for the same reason. Events below

30 ADC would have a very small energy spread outside of one pixel. The final

potential limitation to the single event analysis is that an assumption is made that

the largest pixel value is where the incident electron struck the detector. Simula-

tions from other groups [20, 4] show that this is not always the case. This matter

is discussed in much greater detail in Section 3.2.5, however, the basic character-

ization including the single electron studies confirmed the expected behavior of

the large format DDD compared to the same studies performed with earlier pro-

totypes. This allowed us to proceed forward with more careful measurements of

performance and begin imaging experiments.

3.2 Thorough characterization of imaging

properties

The basic characterization of the DDD provided a good deal of information

about the performance of the sensor under dark conditions, x-ray detection, and

single electron event sensing. However, while previous feasibility studies [54, 34, 33]

have demonstrated the key advantages of this sensor, a complete quantitative char-

acterization of the detector had not yet been performed. The two main quantitative

measurements of imaging systems are the modulation transfer function (MTF) and

the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) [5]. This section of the thesis provides a

detailed description of the qualitative meaning of the MTF and DQE as well as
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the theory underlying the algorithms used for this analysis. Analysis of the noise

power spectrum (NPS) is also presented.

Guidelines set out in a European International Standard on measuring x-ray

devices [1] were used to calculate the MTF, NPS and DQE. These measurement

techniques do not depend upon detector design and thus allow for easier compar-

isons with any other TEM imaging devices.

This analysis was carried out in collaboration with Dr. Grigore Moldovan,

a post doctoral researcher of Professor Angus Kirkland from the Department of

Materials at Oxford University. Dr. Moldovan wrote the analysis scripts that were

executed using imageJ, a software tool for image processing, to calculate the MTF,

NPS and DQE [67].

3.2.1 Experimental setup and methods

As described in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1, the DDD was mounted in a mod-

ified film drawer of a JEOL JEM 2000EX TEM for the measurements using a

200keV electron beam. The 120keV beam measurements were carried out on an

FEI Spirit TEM with the DDD mounted in a custom housing beneath the viewing

chamber. In both cases the sensor was cooled to -15◦C to minimize radiation dam-

age and decrease dark current noise. Incident electron beam dose was measured

using a Faraday plate adjacent to the sensor.

Three data sets were recorded to measure the MTF and DQE at 120keV and

200keV. In order to calculate the MTF, images of a projected shadow of an object

with a straight edge were captured with the DDD. For the 200keV measurement,

the TEM beam stop, a thin wire above the TEM scintillation screen, was used as

the edge. A thin steel cylinder was affixed to the metal housing of the detector

assembly above the mechanical shutter for the 120keV measurement.

The DDD was flood illuminated with a uniform electron flux to provide

suitable bright field data required for detector DQE and pixel gain values. The

beam density for the edge and bright field data sets was ≈2 electrons/pixel/frame.

A third data set without an electron beam was also recorded to obtain pixel dark

noise values. For each data set, 1005 frames were recorded and a total integration
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time of 153ms per frame was used. The first 5 frames were not included in the

data analysis to allow the DDD to equilibrate. The remaining 1000 frames were

divided into 20 images that were formed by summing 50 sequential frames. Thus

the total dose was just under 100 electrons/pixel in each image. This low number

of incident electrons was chosen because imaging of radiation sensitive specimens

was a projected application of the large format DDD. The edge shadow images

were corrected for variations in pixel gain by using the average of the bright field

images. The data set without any beam was used to correct for dark noise levels

in the images of the edge shadow.

3.2.2 Modulation transfer function

A qualitative description of the MTF is that it measures the sharpness of

an image. A detailed description of the analysis methods and results for the MTF

is described below.

Analysis

The edge image (shown in Figure 3.13) is corrected for pixel gain variation

using the bright field data set and for dark noise using the data set without an

electron beam. The average profile of the edge shadow in one dimension was found

by oversampling the data with a factor of 8 points/pixel. Figure 3.14(a) shows

the sharp transition in a one dimensional plot of the average edge. The fixed step

derivative of the edge profile yielded the point spread function shown in Figure

3.14(b). The MTF was calculated by taking the absolute Fourier transform of the

point spread function.

Results

Figure 3.15 shows the MTF calculation for 120keV and 200keV electrons.

At high spatial frequencies the MTF decreases suddenly due to strong scattering

of incident electrons which is expected for imaging systems used in TEM [52]. The

MTF dependence on incident electron energy is also shown in Figure 3.15. At low
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Figure 3.13: An edge image used in the MTF measurement.

spatial frequencies the MTF decreases at 200keV compared with 120keV. This

can be explained by the inherent scattering interactions in the silicon.

Figure 3.15 also includes data points available from commercial vendors of

TEM CCD cameras [31, 72]. The best MTF achievable with most commercial CCD

camera systems is up to 50 lines/mm, whereas the MTF of the DDD can transfer

modulation up to 100 lines/mm. This difference is due in large part to the smaller

pixel size of the DDD (5µm) compared with commercial CCD systems (15 to 25µm

pixel size). Furthermore, a CCD camera has a phosphorescent scintillation screen

to convert the beam electrons to photons and the signal spread from the beam

electron is close to 30µm, nullifying any benefit from the use of smaller pixels with

the CCD. The design of the DDD, with a small sensitive epitaxial layer, causes

the spread of the incident electron to be much less. Half the Nyquist limit, or

25 lines/mm, for CCD cameras shows an MTF of 10-20% whereas for the DDD,

MTF with 200keV electrons is 30%. Moreover, modulation transfer is 5% beyond

65 lines/mm, dropping to 1% at the 100 lines/mm limit.

On the whole, these results show that the MTF is higher with the large

format DDD than most commercial CCD cameras. From this measurement, images

acquired with the DDD ought to have edges that appear more crisp and well defined
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Figure 3.14: Intermediate steps in the calculation of the MTF are shown. The
average edge profile, oversampled by 8 points/pixel, is shown in Figure 3.14(a). A
fixed step derivative of Figure 3.14(a) resulted in the point spread function shown
in Figure 3.14(b).
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Figure 3.15: Modulation transfer functions for images recorded with 120keV and
200keV electrons, compared to those of commercial cameras. Scatter points repre-
sent data reported by manufacturers for conventional CCD cameras, with electron
energy in brackets (when provided). Cameras US400, SC1000, SC200 and SC200D
are manufactured by Gatan [31]; cameras F224HD and F816 are manufactured by
TVIPS [72].
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compared to most commercial CCD cameras.

3.2.3 Noise power spectrum

The NPS goes beyond the basic characterization of noise covered in Section

3.1.1 and takes into account the distribution of noise variations across the surface

area of the DDD. The results presented have been normalized by dividing by the

electron beam flux, allowing for better comparison between the 120keV and 200keV

results that had slightly different average dose per image.

Analysis

The average NPS was obtained from the bright field images and the images

with no beam. Dark noise correction was applied to the bright field images from

the dark images. A pixel variation gain correction was applied to each bright field

image from the average of the bright field images. The noise power spectra were

calculated by taking the Fourier transforms of the bright field images. The final

NPS was obtained by radially averaging the results from the individual bright

field images. Finally, to get the normalized NPS, the results were divided by the

average dose in the images. The average dose was computed from the slope of the

linear detector response to electrons. For 120keV this value was 476 ADC/average

electron and for 200keV this value was 292 ADC/average electron. The average

of all the pixel values in each image was divided by the appropriate slope value

to obtain an estimate for the average electron flux. These values were used to

normalize the noise power spectrum at 120keV and 200keV. Unlike MTF and

DQE, the results of the NPS measurement are not normalized to 1, making the

interpretation of the results somewhat less intuitive. Overall behavior of the curves

is the most straightforward way of understanding these results.

Results

The normalized NPS for 120keV and 200keV electrons are presented in

Figure 3.16. The noise is higher for 200keV electrons than for 120keV electrons,
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Figure 3.16: Normalized noise power spectrum plot shows the slightly higher noise
values for 200keV electrons. This can be explained by the strong probabilistic
Landau distribution at both energies that accounts for large variation in energy
deposition in the DDD.
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in particular at lower frequencies. Since these measurements were normalized for

dose, there ought to not be different levels of noise due to counting statistics. These

data sets were acquired on different microscopes with slightly different configura-

tions. However, it is not clear whether these slightly different imaging conditions

could affect the NPS to this degree. Possibly the best explanation for the differ-

ences in noise is the large variation of energy deposition in the DDD that follows

the strong probabilistic Landau distribution for electrons at both energies. Since

this measurement was performed with a low number of electrons, the fluctuations

from the energy distribution and differences in scattering best explains the differ-

ence in the noise values. The other feature to point out from Figure 3.16 is higher

noise for low frequencies while noise is lower at higher frequencies for 200keV com-

pared to 120keV. The transition points for these curves are around 13 lines/mm

for 120keV and 16 lines/mm for 200keV.

Normalized noise power spectrum as a function of integration time

For low dose imaging applications with radiation sensitive specimen, the

duty cycle of the operation of the DDD is optimized by increasing the integration

time between reads of the DDD. Any electrons striking the detector prior to the first

read are not detected in the final data because of the CDS subtraction employed to

reduce reset noise. Therefore it is beneficial to minimize the ratio of the number of

electrons striking the detector before the first read of the chip with those striking

after the first read. Thus for low dose applications, it was crucial to explore any

effect changing the integration time had on the noise characteristics of the detector.

The following measurement was performed only with 120keV electrons.

Eight data sets were collected for this measurement. 1005 frames were acquired for

the integration times of 53, 101, 153 and 203ms with a uniform electron beam and

with no beam to correct for the dark noise. The first 5 frames were excluded from

the analysis. For the bright field images, the beam flux was adjusted for each dif-

ferent integration time so that the overall dose was similar. The normalized noise

power spectrum was calculated for each data set from the average of power spectra

of each image in the bright field data set and dividing by the average electron dose
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per image. Figure 3.17 shows the results of the NNPS for each integration time

plotted on a log scale to enhance the small differences in these curves. The overall

conclusion from this plot is that integration time has a very marginal effect on

the noise in the detector. Any slight effects favoring shorter integration times may

be caused by the timescale with which the electrons are diffusing to neighboring

pixels, but further simulation of the detector would be required to make a more

definite assertion.
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Figure 3.17: Normalized noise power spectrum as a function of integration time
shows that little difference exists as the integration time is varied. Since a require-
ment for low dose imaging is an increase in integration time, this measurement
confirmed that optimizing the duty cycle of the DDD for low dose imaging will not
result in higher noise.

Although the effect of integration time on the normalized noise power spec-

trum is not large, the results of this measurement led to the continued practice

of using 53ms integration time for imaging samples with higher radiation toler-
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ance such the epoxy embedded specimen used for the imaging and tomography

experiments in Chapter 4. However, the small effect on noise would not preclude

using higher integration times for extremely radiation sensitive samples, such as

specimen embedded in vitreous ice.

3.2.4 Detective quantum efficiency

The DQE measures the degradation of the signal to noise ratio by the

imaging system at various spatial frequencies. Shown in Equation 3.3 is the precise

definition of DQE. It is the ratio of the square of the measured signal-to-noise ratio

of the output signal of the system to the square of the measured signal-to-noise

ratio of the input signal.

DQE =
SNR2

out
SNR2

in
(3.3)

There is some controversy about the usefulness of the DQE since it is a

measurement of the detector system and does not take into account the myriad

post-processing techniques that can improve image quality. However, the argument

can be made that it allows for comparison between disparate imaging systems

provided the measurement conditions are the same. This paves the way to perform

an accurate comparison between the DDD, photographic emulsion film, and CCD

cameras. Although a careful comparison with photographic film and CCD cameras

was not a component of this thesis research project, the measurement techniques

and data analysis described in detail here could be used by other scientists to

compare their detector systems with the DDD.

Analysis

The equation for determining the DQE is shown in Equation 3.4 and is

derived from Equation 3.3 [1, 5]. The results from the modulation transfer function

(Figure 3.15) and the noise power spectrum were used to determine the DQE. A

correction for bandwidth limitations was applied by multiplying the MTF with a

sinc function in the DQE calculation. Due to the MTF being so much smaller than
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the bandwidth, the correction makes only a small difference, but was added for

completeness [55, 52]. No aliasing correction was applied because the MTF and

NPS were so poor at the Nyquist limit.

DQE =
MTF2 ×Dose

NPS
(3.4)

Results

Figure 3.18: Detective quantum efficiency plot for images recorded with 120keV
and 200keV electrons, compared with those of commercial cameras. Scatter points
illustrate performance of commercial CCD cameras, with electron energy in brack-
ets, Cameras US400 and 794MSC are manufactured by Gatan [31, 52].

The calculated DQE for the DDD is shown in Figure 3.18. Since the DQE

depends upon the results from the MTF and NPS, features of those curves affect

the resultant DQE. For example, the presence of low-frequency noise in the NPS
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results causes a decrease in the DQE in the lowest frequencies to 52% at 120keV

and 36% at 200keV. In addition, the strong attenuation of the MTF reduces this

further to 4% for 120keV and 13% for 200keV at 25 lines/mm. The DQE drops

below 5% at 22 lines/mm at 120keV and at 44 lines/mm at 200keV, to a limiting

value of 0.1% at the maximum 100 lines/mm. By comparison with reported values

of conventional CCDs, the DQE of DDD is much higher at high electron energies,

reaching 17% at 200keV for 16.7 lines/mm compared with 5% at120keV at the

same spatial frequency [52]. However, a higher DQE value has been reported for

a Gatan US4000 CCD operating at a lower electron energy, i.e. 15% at 120keV

and 16.7 lines/mm [31], compared with 8% obtained here for the same energy and

spatial frequency. However, it is important to note that due to backscatter in the

fiber optics, Gatan US4000U fiber-coupled 4k×4k camera has a much lower DQE

at 200 and 300keV than at 100keV [3]. Unlike for CCD cameras, the DDD shows

improved DQE with higher incident electron energies.

3.2.5 Characterization discussion

The spatial resolution estimate from Section 3.1.6 is about 5µm, the size of

a DDD pixel. This is most likely an overestimate of the resolution since the point

spread function based on single electron events depended upon the assumption

that the highest pixel value of an event was where the incident electron entered

the detector. In contrast, the more thorough analysis presented in this section with

the MTF shows that the DDD has a far more limited resolution than the single

electron studies suggest. The MTF indicates that much better resolution would be

seen if the detector was binned by a factor of 3 or 4 for 120keV incident electrons

or by a factor of 2 for 200keV incident electrons. Yet, the MTF measured with an

edge often produces an underestimation of the resolution of an imaging system [52]

so a cautious conclusion about the resolution estimate of the large format DDD is

that it lies somewhere between the single electron estimate and the MTF measured

with the edge method.

An improvement in MTF would result in an improvement in DQE. The

effect of back scattered electrons was shown in the single electron studies. Thinning
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the substrate down to 30µm has been suggested as a way to reduce back scattering

[54]. However, previous unpublished results with the medium format DDD chip

demonstrated that while back scattered electrons are significantly reduced, the

MTF remains largely unchanged.

Given that the MTF and NPS of the DDD are constrained primarily by

lateral scattering of high energy incident electrons, the DQE of the DDD is limited

by electron scattering in silicon and is therefore representative of the ultimate

performance that can be obtained with directly exposed imaging cameras. Other

detection methods, such as electron counting schemes, are being pursued to obtain

improved MTF and DQE with directly exposed imaging cameras [56]. However,

for the large format DDD, the readout rate limits the use of the detector to a

charge integration detection method.

Chapter 3, in part, has been submitted for publication of the material as

it may appear in Physical Review Letters, 2009. Milazzo, Anna-Clare; Moldovan,

Grigore; Lanman, Jason; Jin, Liang; Bouwer, James C.; Klienfelder, Stuart; Peltier,

Steven T.; Ellisman, Mark H.; Kirkland, Angus I.; Xuong,Nguyen-Huu. Ameri-

can Physical Society Journals, 2009. The dissertation author was the primary

investigator and author of this paper.



Chapter 4

Tomography studies with flock

house virus

This chapter presents results of imaging biological specimen with the large

format DDD. The relevance of the DDD as a new tool for performing detailed

biological TEM imaging is clearly demonstrated. This work focused in particular

on tomographic studies with epoxy embedded, thin sections of flock house virus in

vivo at 120keV. In addition, the selected imaging studies show how the DDD might

be used in novel ways due to the unique features of fast readout, high sensitivity

and small pixel size.

This chapter has two main sections. The first section examines a multi-tilt

tomogram acquired with the DDD. A full analysis of the multi-tilt tomogram is

presented as it was the highest resolution tomogram of flock house virus in vivo

at the time, thereby demonstrating the relevance of the DDD as a new tool for

biological imaging. Also a novel application of the fast readout of the DDD for

tomography data is presented. The second part of the chapter presents studies

performed with stained and unstained samples using 2D imaging and tomography

that provide further evidence that the large format DDD is well suited for obtaining

meaningful biological information.

68
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4.1 Background on specimen and methods

4.1.1 Flock house virus

Flock house virus, discovered in 1982, is a member of the Nodavirus family

[65]. This is a well characterized virus with the structure from x-ray crystallography

known to 3Å and the cryo-EM structure determined to at least 8Å [15]. The

structure of this virus is very simple. It is composed of a protein capsid with

an icosahedral structure (T=3 symmetry). Inside the capsid is a double strand

of RNA that also exhibits organization into a dodecahedral cage [64]. Figure 4.1

highlights the organization of this virus through a cross sectional illustration. The

diameter of the entire virus is about 30nm and the diameter of the internal RNA

dodecahedral cage is 20nm.

The results presented in this chapter compare the tomography results from

the DDD with cryo-EM reconstruction coordinates of flock house virus. The esti-

mated resolution from the cryo-EM single particle reconstruction was 7.5Å.

Although the structure of flock house virus is well known, there is only a

partial understanding of the lifecycle of the virus in a cell. Studies of flock house

virus in the cell have been performed with standard cellular fixation techniques

and, more recently, high pressure freezing/freeze substitution(HP/FS) methods

[35, 40]. These in vivo studies have shown that the flock house virus arranges itself

in paracrystalline arrays in the cytoplasm. The purpose of the viruses forming

these arrays and the organization of the particles within these arrays are questions

under investigation [40].

In addition, certain properties made these samples ideal for use with the

DDD. First, the HPF/FS samples are of lower contrast than traditionally fixed

specimen due to the high molecular preservation. Lower contrast samples are

better imaged by a detector with high sensitivity, such as the DDD. Second, while

somewhat more radiation sensitive than traditionally fixed specimen, the specimen

used for the imaging studies with the DDD were less radiation sensitive than cryo-

EM specimen. Specimen with high radiation sensitivity would require integration

of the DDD with a fully automated low dose TEM data acquisition system, a
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project still under development.

Therefore, due to the inherent lower contrast, radiation tolerance, and bi-

ological significance, HP/FS epoxy embedded thin sections of flock house virus in

vivo, specifically the paracrystalline viral arrays formed in the cytoplasm, proved

to be an ideal sample to conduct the experiments described in this chapter.

Figure 4.1: Rendering of the cross section of a flock house virus particle. The icosa-
hedral coat protein is distinct from the dodecahedral RNA core. Image courtesy
of Dr. John Johnson, The Scripps Research Institute.

4.1.2 Specimen preparation

All of the specimen preparation for these experiments was carried out by

Dr. Jason Lanman of Scripps Research Institute, who specializes in flock house

virus studies in infected cells. The following protocols are described in order to

put the imaging results in context. In terms of evaluating the performance of the

DDD for imaging biological samples, the quality of the final image depended as

much on the specimen quality as on the camera system.

For samples prepared by cryofixation, Drosophila cells were infected with

flock house virus at a multiplicity of infection of five. At 12 h post-infection the

cells were gently removed from the plates and centrifuged at 500g for 5 min. A

small sample from the resulting pellet was placed into a brass planchet (Ted Pella),

5% sucrose solution was added and centrifuged at 500g for 5min. A small sample
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from the resulting pellet was rapidly frozen in a high pressure freezer (BAL-TEC

HPM 010). The frozen planchets were placed into a freeze substitution device

(Leica EM-AFS) at -90◦C then treated with 20% of a stock resin mixture with

80% acetone. The sample was then warmed to 4◦C and was infiltrated with 66%

stock resin mixture for 4 h, 100% stock resin mixture for 24 h, then polymerized

at 60◦C for 48 h. The post embedding staining protocols are as follows. For the

specimen used in Section 4.3, the specimen were stained with 5% uranyl acetate

in 50% methanol and 50% double distilled water. The samples were then rinsed in

double distilled water and stained with Sato’s triple lead [62] for 2.5 minutes. For

the specimen in Section 4.4.2, the specimen were stained with 2% uranyl acetate

solution and 100% double distilled water followed by a rinse with double distilled

water. For the high resolution tomogram the specimen were additionally stained

with Sato’s triple lead for 2.5 minutes.

4.2 Use of small gold

Finding novel ways of exploiting the small pixel size (5µm for the DDD vs

15-24µm for a CCD) is ongoing. Gold of 5 - 10nm, standard for use with CCD

cameras at higher magnifications, appeared very large even at low magnifications

of less than 10,000 during the earliest imaging experiments with the large format

DDD. The single tilt tomography data sets presented in Section 4.4.2 were collected

with 2nm gold at magnifications less than 22,000. Colloidal gold of 2nm diameter

is rarely used for tomography with CCD cameras even at high magnifications

(>30,000) because the gold is too difficult to see in the projections to use it for

alignment of tilt series. The higher sensitivity of the DDD allows for the use of

smaller gold fiducial markers for tilt series alignment.
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4.3 Four tilt axis tomogram – exploiting the fast

readout of the DDD

This section demonstrates that the DDD is useful for tomography of bio-

logical specimen by presenting the results of a four axis tomogram of a flock house

viral array. A full analysis to extract and align the virus particles in the four tilt

tomogram was performed. Also a dose fractionation study was completed as an

example of how the DDD readout mechanism may be used for novel applications

in tomography.

The four axis tomogram presented in this section is an extension of the

work done with dual axis tomography. Dual axis tilt tomography is a widely used

technique in the field of electron tomography [46]. This technique consists of taking

a tilt series, rotating the specimen grid 90 degrees and then obtaining a second

tilt series of images. Because it reduces the missing wedge to a missing pyramid of

information in Fourier space, dual axis tomography yields more information in the

final reconstruction than a single tilt series [46]. It is now an emerging technique

to pursue multi-tilt tomography [51]. The main impediment for the wide spread

adoption of multi-tilt tomography is the lack of reconstruction software designed

specifically for handling the challenges of reconstructing 3D structure from multiple

tilt series. Fortunately, UCSD has researchers developing software that processes

this type of data. Some multi-tilt tomography at the NCMIR has been performed

with CCD cameras. However, these experiments have had difficulties successfully

collecting full data sets since specimen damage becomes an issue with the large

number of images required for a multi axis tilt series. This problem is compounded

by the lower sensitivity of CCD cameras. With the smaller pixel size and higher

sensitivity of the DDD, multi axis tilt tomograms can be acquired with a lower

chance of significant specimen damage, making the DDD an ideal choice for multi

axis tilt tomography.

Finally, acquiring a multi axis tilt series data set with the DDD gave a

unique opportunity to exploit the fast, multiple frame readout of the DDD and

employ dose fractionation techniques. As an example of the DDD capabilities, the
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difference in information from using a four axis tilt tomogram compared to using

a dual axis tomogram is presented. This analysis was unique to the DDD because

we can compare a dual axis tomogram with a four tilt tomogram by manipulating

the data sets to contain the same amount of measured signal.

4.3.1 Experimental conditions

The specimen was prepared as described in Section 4.1.2 and was sectioned

to 90nm. The staining conditions post sectioning with uranyl acetate and Sato’s

lead is covered in Section 4.1.2. Gold fiducial particles of approximately 5nm size

were added to both top and bottom surface of the specimen grid. Hummingbird

Scientific, Inc. loaned a prototype rotation holder to use for this measurement

where the rotation of the grid was precisely controlled by an external stepper

control box and piezo motors. A low magnification survey image of the specimen

is shown in Figure 4.2 with a square annotating the approximate region used for

the tilt series acquisition. This area was chosen because of the highly regular order

of the viral array near an infected mitochondria and because of the presence of

unidentified larger particles in the array lattice. It was unknown whether these

larger particles were a contaminant or a different conformation of the flock house

virus. Thus, this area was chosen to explore a non standard viral array in hopes

of furthering the understanding of the flock house virus in the cell, in addition to

pursuing the goal of demonstrating the practicality of the DDD as a TEM imaging

system.

Four tilt series were acquired, rotating the specimen grid 45◦ after each

data set. Each tilt series was taken in 2◦ increments from -58◦ to +58◦. The

recorded signal for each tilt angle image was approximately 60 electrons/pixel and

the magnification was approximately 14,000. The signal collected for each tilt angle

was specifically kept low for two reasons. First, due to the low dynamic range of

the DDD with 120keV electrons, only around 2 electrons/pixel/frame could be

collected while ensuring a linear response from the DDD. This makes it necessary

to collect many frames. With a readout rate of 10 frames/second specimen, drift

was likely with total recording times of more than a few seconds. Although drift
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Figure 4.2: Low magnification image of the area where the tilt series was taken.
Infected mitochondria is noted with an arrow. Area where tilt series was acquired
is enclosed in a square. This indicated area contains part of the flock house virus
paracrystalline array as well as unknown larger particles that seem to be aligned
with the array.
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correction of images is possible with the DDD, it works better at intermediate

electron voltages (200keV and higher) since a certain amount of information has to

be collected to successfully perform cross correlation alignment of the sub-images.

The second reason for low signal collection was to test the detector performance

for future cryo-tomography and cryo-EM single particle experiments that would

require low dose.

4.3.2 Analysis of four tilt data set

Full tomographic reconstruction

The analysis of the four tilt tomogram was completed with TxBR [41, 59, 42,

58], a tomography reconstruction software suite developed at the NCMIR that is

capable of processing multi axis tilt series into tomograms. Figure 4.3 shows a slice

from the full volume reconstruction where the smaller flock house virus particles

are lined up in the paracrystalline array with the unknown, larger particles in

the center. The results show particles that have more detail and contrast than

any previous tomography results with flock house virus arrays in vivo. This was

also the first time a thin (90nm versus 250nm) section flock house virus array

was examined through tomography at 120 keV. Since flock house virus particles

are on average 30nm in diameter, at most 3 layers of particles were expected in

the volume reconstruction. The diameter of the particles in the reconstruction is

approximately 85 pixels. The magnification of about 14,000 sets the pixel size to

about 3.5Å/pixel. This sets the diameter of the particles in the reconstruction

to 30nm, which demonstrates that the UA/lead staining is primarily staining the

viral capsid. However, some volume slices show flock house virus particles with a

dark inner ring and a less dense inner core which is evidence that, in some cases,

part of the RNA cage inside the virus particle is also being stained. Previous

estimates given for the resolution possible from tomography of HP/FS, stained

specimen was set at approximately 6nm due to the granularity of the stain after

radiation exposure and by the spatial accuracy with which stain binds to the

macromolecules [49]. Unlike other viruses which have distinct features to obtain

spatial information estimates from, the protein coat of flock house virus does not
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have any unusual features that are 6nm or larger with which to gauge whether the

spatial information in the tomogram meets or exceeds this value.

100nm100nm

Figure 4.3: Shown is a slice from the four tilt tomographic reconstruction of a flock
house virus array. Magnification was about 14,000 with a signal of approximately
60 electrons/pixel in each projection.

Extraction, alignment, and averaging of flock house virus particles

Following full volume reconstruction, further analysis of the particles in

the volume reconstruction was performed. As stated above, the estimated best
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resolution from a tomogram of this type of sample may be approximately 6nm due

to staining conditions. Also, even with a four axis tilt tomogram to reduce the

amount of missing information, there still exists missing information in Fourier

space affecting the final results. One final problem is that a tomographic 3D

reconstruction is somewhat noisy due to the fact that the signal to noise ratio in

a tomogram is affected by the electron dose being spread out over the tilt series.

However, the use of averaging sub regions in tomograms is a relatively new data

processing technique that is a powerful tool in overcoming the limitations with

tomography. The software for aligning and averaging sub regions is often cobbled

together from single particle averaging routines, however, much research is ongoing

to improve these algorithms to specifically address the features of tomography data

sets, including accounting for the missing information in Fourier space [69].

The method used to average the flock house virus particles primarily uses

software designed for single particle reconstruction. Fifty eight subtomograms of

the flock house virus particles were extracted from the full reconstruction and nor-

malized with the proc3d program from the EMAN software package [45]. The

subtomograms were aligned relative to each other using the tomohunter program

and then averaged together [63] using the EMAN avg3d program. By aligning and

averaging the particles, the data available in the tomograms from the limited tilt

angles and the low density of each individual particle was maximized. Figure 4.4

shows the average flock house virus particle compared with the cryo-EM single

particle reconstruction that has a resolution of 7.5Å. Averaging the particles does

not result in a strong icosahedral shape that is known from high resolution re-

constructions of the flock house virus coat protein. Instead, the averaged particle

shows the expected less dense core with a protein coat with a mottled appearance.

The comparison to the cryo-EM single particle reconstruction is made to illustrate

how a very high resolution result would appear, but the lower resolution of the av-

eraged particles from the tomogram is neither unexpected nor a poor result, since

this was the highest resolution examination of flock house virus in vivo up to that

date.

However, it is worth discussing the many reasons why a high resolution
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structure was not obtainable from averaging these particles. From Figure 4.3 it

is apparent that there is heterogeneity of the virus particles, in large part due to

the heavy staining applied to these samples. The non uniformity of staining may

produce artifacts that degrades the accuracy of the software that translationally

and rotationally aligns the sub tomograms. Unlike in some specimen, where the

particles are randomly oriented and not bound in place by external molecules, the

fact that the flock house virus in the four tilt tomogram are in an infected cell

could also add to the difficulty with resolving capsid structure on the averaged

particle. Alignment and averaging of particles works best in tomography with a

variety of orientations to make up for the missing Fourier space information [63].

This may not be the case in these paracrystalline arrays where the virus particles

could be oriented in preferred directions.

Analysis of averaging 10 larger unknown particles did not show a known

viral structure. Although these larger particles may be a different conformational

state of flock house virus, subsequent examination of the flock house virus in vivo

specimen shows similar looking particles in the nucleus and other locations besides

the flock house viral arrays. It is well known that endogenous viruses may be

triggered by trauma to a cell such as infection. Tetracystine labeling has been

successfully applied to this virus and florescence microscopy studies may be useful

in trying to determine how and if these larger particles are related to flock house

virus [40].

4.3.3 Comparison of dual axis and four axis tomograms

with the same amount of signal

Motivation behind this measurement

The fast, multiple frame readout of the DDD allows for the first time a

quantitative study between the results obtained with a dual axis tilt tomogram

and a four axis tilt tomogram using the same data set. A dual axis tomogram

can be processed from the data set with the maximum original signal collected

and a four tilt axis tomogram can be created from the same data set with half the
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30nm

(a) Cryo-EM coordinates of flock house virus protein coat

shown on left with flock house virus tomogram results on

right

30nm

(b) Averaged flock house virus particle mapped to protein

coat coordinates

Figure 4.4: Volume rendering of an average of 58 rotationally aligned flock house
virus particles from four tilt tomogram is shown on right in Figure 4.4(a). Volume
rendering from the coordinates from a cryo-EM, 7.5Å resolution reconstruction of
the flock house virus protein coat is shown on left. Figure 4.4(b) shows the results
of mapping the averaged particle into the coat protein coordinates.
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original signal. The resulting tomograms have the same amount of signal in terms

of electrons per pixel but may differ in the spatial information since different sets of

projections were used. 3D reconstruction fidelity gains with multi-tilt tomography

have been demonstrated previously [51], however that study was more qualitative

and did not compare a double tilt tomogram with the same signal as in a multi-tilt

tomogram due to the use of a CCD camera as the recording device.

Using the fast, multiple readout of the DDD to perform this data analysis is

an example of a novel use of the DDD to quantify the spatial information gains from

multi-tilt tomography. However, many other cases exist where the DDD could be

used to optimize the minimum signal required for specific projections. For example,

cellular membranes are not easily apparent in projections if they are perpendicular

to the plane defined by the tilt axis and beam, though they are easily resolved when

in other orientations [44]. The DDD could be used to optimize the minimum signal

required for specific projections by selectively summing fewer frames than the total

number acquired and comparing the final tomographic reconstructions. It has been

demonstrated that certain resolutions can be achieved in a tomogram as the dose

is fractionated amongst any number of projections [48]. Yet much remains to be

understood about what sort of dose fractionation protocols would yield the highest

resolution and least radiation damage for a specimen. The DDD could be used to

explore these questions.

Methods and results of tomogram comparison

Every other frame was summed together for each tilt series image for the

four axis tilt reconstruction data set to get a reconstruction with half the signal

used in the full reconstruction. For the two axis tilt data set, every originally

acquired frame was summed together for each projection. This resulted in data

sets with the same amount of total measured signal, in terms of electrons per

pixel. Figure 4.5 shows a side by side comparison of volume slices from these

reconstructions. They have lower contrast than Figure 4.3 because they have half

the signal of the full tomographic reconstruction. Examination of these two images

does not result in any obvious differences between level of detail observed.
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(a) Two tilt tomogram

100nm100nm

(b) Four tilt tomogram

Figure 4.5: Side by side comparison of the double tilt and four tilt tomogram
volumetric slices. The same amount of total signal was used to create each recon-
struction and roughly the same amount of detail is observed in each image of a
volumetric slice.
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The comparison between the same particle extracted from the two tomo-

grams was a more direct measurement of the differences between a full signal dual

axis tomogram and a half signal 4 tilt tomogram than attempting to use an average

of a large number of particles because of the unknown errors associated with the

alignment software. A particle was chosen that showed strong contrast and many

features. The subtomograms extracted from the two and four tilt tomograms were

128×128 pixels in the X and Y direction and included 75 volume slices in the Z

direction, centered at the same location. A 3D difference map between densities

of the two subtomograms was performed and the results showed some differences

between the spatial information in the two tomograms, though no features were

identifiable as specific regions of the virus. To better illustrate the differences be-

tween subtomograms, they were then averaged in the Z direction resulting in 2D

images shown in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b). Subtle differences are seen be-

tween the two images though no particular features stand out. The four tilt flock

house virus particle image was subtracted from the two tilt flock house virus par-

ticle image resulting in Figure 4.6(c) which confirms the minor differences between

the averaged images of the same particle.
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(a) Virus particle from two tilt tomogram

10nm10nm

(b) Virus particle from four tilt tomogram

10nm10nm

(c) Difference between four tilt and two tilt

images

Figure 4.6: Same particle shown from two tilt and four tilt tomograms, averaged
in the Z direction as well as the results of subtracting the two images. Subtle
differences are apparent. However, these differences are not enough to confirm
substantial improvement from a four tilt tomogram from this particular data set.

Discussion

The results of this measurement do not confirm that a four tilt tomogram

gives substantial improvement in spatial information over a two tilt tomogram.

However, irrespectively of the results, the measurement serves as a good demon-
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stration of how the DDD may be used to test dose fractionation schemes. While

the results are not conclusive, the experiment will be attempted in the future with

a different specimen, with higher signal per tilt angle so that a comparison of iden-

tical structures in the final reconstruction can be performed with more precision.

This first attempt proved to be a valuable experience for refining experimental

protocol. The ability to optimize experimental conditions for tomography by ex-

amining selected subsets of the individually recorded frames is a feature of the

DDD that will surely be exploited in the future.

4.4 Staining studies – exploration of the high

sensitivity of the DDD

While performing conventional TEM studies on biological samples in plas-

tic, usually some sort of contrast enhancement is needed to resolve structures due

to the low density differences between the fixative and biological macromolecules

of interest [9]. The results of the single electron studies in Section 3.1.6 showed

the high sensitivity of the DDD. The practical limits of the sensitivity of the DDD

with biological specimen were explored by imaging samples that had no stain at

all, as well as performing tomography using different staining conditions.

This section describes the early exploration of imaging unstained specimen

with the DDD and a measurement to qualitatively compare the results of imaging a

specimen under the same conditions with a CCD camera as the large format DDD.

The results of three single tilt tomography studies of flock house virus arrays are

also presented with different staining conditions, demonstrating the usefulness of

the large format DDD for obtaining information about biological macromolecules.

4.4.1 Unstained flock house virus specimen

Early unstained images

Due to the difficulty of finding viral arrays without the presence of stain,

viral arrays were labeled with 2nm gold attached to antibodies to the virus to help
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us locate the region of interest. Figure 4.7 shows two images at 8.3k magnification

of the same region at the edge of a viral array at different defocus values. These

images represent the best obtained after multiple attempts showing that the anti-

body labeled samples proved to be difficult to image, apparent by the blurriness

and little detail in Figure 4.7. All the factors that could impact the image quality

were carefully checked and it was shown that image quality was not degraded for

other standard samples. The scattering of the electrons off the proteins associated

with the gold antibody complex was the most reasonable explanation for the im-

age quality degradation. Thus gold antibody labeling was abandoned in favor of

putting 2nm gold randomly on the surface of the specimen for imaging of specimen

with little or no stain. Gold antibody labeling may be attempted again in the fu-

ture by changing the specimen preparation protocol to include a different washing

procedure to remove the extraneous protein from the surface of the samples.

Though technically difficult to find areas of interest in the cell without

the presence of stain, some areas with flock house viral arrays were finally found.

The results of imaging this area were quite striking as shown in Figure 4.8 that

shows a flock house virus array taken at 8.3k magnification with a dose of 600

electrons/pixel and slightly under focused. The images from the unstained samples

had fairly high contrast with a low dose to the sample of ≈34 electrons/Å2. By way

of comparison, the maximum dose for cryo-EM is usually about 25 electrons/Å2.

The degree of contrast in this unstained specimen was high enough to motivate us

to attempt tomography of unstained samples. Though a standard practice in cryo-

tomography, unstained tomography results are rarely reported for epoxy embedded

specimen in the literature.
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(a) 0 micron defocus

100nm100nm

(b) 6 micron defocus

Figure 4.7: 2nm gold antibody labeled unstained flock house viral arrays
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100nm100nm

Figure 4.8: Image of unstained flock house viral array taken at 8.3k magnification
with approximately 600 electrons/pixel total measured signal. 2nm gold fiducial
particles can be seen scattered about the sample

DDD and CCD camera comparison

After the initial success of imaging unstained samples with the DDD, an at-

tempt was made to produce a direct comparison between an image of an unstained

sample taken with a very high quality commercial CCD camera and an image from

the DDD. This experiment was devised to image the same area of a sample with

the same electron flux per pixel and at the same relative magnification.
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The specimen of flock house virus in vivo was prepared as described in

Section 4.1.2 and no stain was applied. The experiment was performed on an FEI

Spirit using a 120keV electron beam. A Tietz model F415SP CCD camera with

a 4k×4k pixel array was chosen for the measurement as it is considered one of

the best commercial CCD cameras at the NCMIR. The Tietz CCD camera was

operated at the highest gain setting to ensure the best response with low signal.

The CCD camera was mounted below the DDD with an adapter flange.

Since the DDD was not retractable, it had to be physically removed from the mi-

croscope to allow for imaging with the CCD. A small post magnification difference

was present with the CCD camera since it was on a lower imaging plane than the

DDD. This resulted in a minor higher magnification of the specimen in the CCD

images than those acquired with the DDD. With the design of the adapter flange,

the CCD imaging surface was parallel to but also slightly rotated with respect to

the DDD chip.

Accurately measuring electron dose was necessary to ensure the same signal

in the images taken with the DDD and the CCD camera. Since the DDD and

corresponding Faraday plate had to be removed to image with the CCD camera,

a calibration was performed to find the linear relationship between the Faraday

plate beam flux readings and the FEI Spirit dose detection system. This calibration

required focusing an electron beam of a certain diameter on the phosphorescent

scintillation screen and noting the microscope flux reading. Lifting the screen, the

corresponding Faraday plate value was recorded.

With the Tietz CCD camera, a series of images were acquired with different

beam intensities in order to obtain images at a variety of doses while the exposure

length of 2s was held constant. The magnification at the film plane of the Spirit

was 30k, translating to approximately 45k magnification at the imaging plane of

the CCD camera. The beam flux was varied instead of the exposure time to

mitigate the effect of specimen drift on the images because the chance of specimen

drift increases with exposure time. Several flock house virus arrays were imaged

using this procedure since finding the exact same area to image with the DDD was

challenging.
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Following the image acquisitions with the CCD camera, the DDD was re-

installed on the TEM. After a search, a particular area that was imaged with the

CCD camera was found. At a magnification at the film plane of the Spirit of 10k

(approximately 15k at the imaging plane of the DDD), 300 frames were acquired at

an integration time of 53ms with a dose of approximately 2 electrons/pixel/frame.

Subsets of these 300 frames were summed to obtain images representing the same

doses taken with the CCD camera. Both the images from the CCD camera and

DDD were corrected for dark noise and pixel gain variation with no further cor-

rection.

The CCD and DDD camera images both had to be processed further to

enhance contrast because the specimen was unstained and the measured average

number of electrons was fairly low. The histograms of the images were close to

a normal distribution so that truncating the signal on either side of the mean of

each image to 3.3σ and binning to an 8-bit image was decided as a way to enhance

contrast enough to visually compare the images while retaining 99.9% of the signal.

Since the CCD camera had 4k×4k pixels, an area of similar pixel dimensions to the

DDD was cropped out for the comparison. A difference map between the images

yielded limited information after scaling and correcting for alignment suitable for

confirming qualitative differences. Full quantitative conclusions could not be drawn

from the difference map due to the slightly greater magnification of the CCD

camera and that the CCD camera was slightly rotated with respect to the DDD.

Figure 4.9 shows the side by side comparison of imaging for about 66 elec-

trons/pixel. As mentioned before, counting statistics give an error of approxi-

mately 8 electrons/pixel or 12% to this signal estimate. This variation in signal

contributed in large part to the noisiness of these images. Due to the low contrast

of the specimen and the low number of electrons measured, the images do not dif-

fer greatly except in the fact that the gold fiducial particles stand out much more

clearly in the CCD camera image. The difference in appearance of gold particles

is explained by the fact that the DDD image is slightly closer to true focus than

the CCD camera image. Contrast is enhanced when the image is farther from true

focus because Fresnel fringes enhance contrast on either side of true focus, where
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(a) DDD 15k magnification

50nm50nm

(b) CCD 45k magnification

Figure 4.9: Unstained flock house virus array 2D images with approximately 66
electrons/pixel signal for both the CCD and DDD images that are at approximately
the same relative magnification. Little difference is seen between the two images
due to the high statistical fluctuation of signal associated with the low number
of electrons. The 2nm gold particles stand out much better in the CCD image
because the image was acquired at a slightly greater defocus.
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maximum contrast occurs in an under focus condition. This is confirmed in Figure

4.10 where the Fourier transforms of the two images are compared and the smaller

brighter circle for the CCD image indicates greater defocus that is likely close to

the maximum contrast condition.

(a) Fourier transform of the DDD image

shown in Figure 4.9(a)

(b) Fourier transform of the CCD image

shown in Figure 4.9(b)

Figure 4.10: Fourier transforms of the images shown in Figure 4.9 with a measured
beam flux of 66 electrons/pixel. These Fourier transforms show that the CCD
image was slightly more defocused compared to the DDD image. The greater
defocus enhanced contrast and made the 2nm gold fiducial particles appear more
prominent.

The results with a higher number of electrons used to generate the images

were more informative. The DDD image with 316 electrons/pixel in Figure 4.11

shows more detail than the CCD image and annotation indicates particular ar-

eas where more information is seen. A rough alignment and image subtraction

confirmed that the DDD image had more information, demonstrating the higher

sensitivity of the DDD. This is especially striking given that the DDD image was

closer to true focus than the CCD image, resulting in lower contrast in the DDD

image.

Comparison of the sets of images acquired at two different signal collection

levels (66 and 316 electrons/pixel) showed that the number of electrons detected
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in the images effects the amount of observed detail. Since the statistical fluctu-

ation of measured signal was ±12% with 66 electrons/pixel and ±6% with 316

electrons/pixel signal, this experiment revealed an estimate for a threshold signal

level where the higher sensitivity of the DDD became evident.

The improved detail observed in the image with the DDD compared to the

CCD camera image at the higher electron flux must be qualified by a discussion of

the shortcomings to this measurement. The first limitation was that the DDD had

to be inserted after the CCD image was taken, requiring a complete venting of the

lower portion of the microscope vacuum chamber and removal of the specimen rod

with the specimen. During this process, the specimen could have been disturbed

in some way. For example, some grid deformation was possible or dust could have

landed on the specimen grid when out of vacuum. Furthermore, some specimen

damage resulting in resin shrinkage or deformation could have occurred during

the time it took to find the exact same area to image. An ideal comparison

measurement would require a retractable DDD so that the comparison imaging

could be done with limited variability of experimental conditions. This would also

facilitate taking the images at closer to the same defocus value. Although any

change in the outcome of these results would likely be a minor difference.

The other point to address is that the DDD and CCD cameras are very dif-

ferent imaging systems and comparisons are of limited use although this compari-

son may be of interest as direct detection cameras become commercially available.

They are tools that have a set of different limitations and strengths and the pur-

pose of this thesis is not to promote one over the other. However this comparison

may aid researchers in deciding which system is most appropriate for an imaging

study. The final conclusion from these comparison images is that certainly the

DDD is no worse in providing information about biological specimen than a high

quality CCD camera and may even provide more information. This is strong evi-

dence that the DDD is useful for performing experiments with biological specimen.

This measurement also complemented the single electron studies in Section 3.1.6

by using a biological specimen to test the expected higher sensitivity of the DDD

and provided an example of how the 17:1 signal to noise ratio at 120keV translates
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(a) DDD 15k magnification
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(b) CCD 45k magnification

Figure 4.11: Unstained specimen DDD and CCD comparison with 316 elec-
trons/pixel. Areas with more detail in the DDD image, possibly virus particles,
are annotated. Other areas in the DDD image seem to have enhanced detail as
well.
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to imaging results.

4.4.2 Tomography of flock house virus arrays under

different staining conditions

This section describes three single tilt series acquired with the DDD of

flock house viral arrays using different staining conditions. We hypothesized that

certain staining conditions might preferentially bind to the more feature rich do-

decahedral RNA cage. This was a structural component of the virus that was not

clearly seen in other tomography studies of this specimen. Thus observing the

RNA cage would provide further evidence that the large format DDD is useful for

gathering meaningful information about biological specimen. Also, tomography of

an unstained specimen was attempted because of the success with the unstained

2D imaging presented in Section 4.4.1.

Staining has been an invaluable technique for the use of TEM to determine

features in biological specimen. However, staining artifacts remain an issue for

high resolution work. As mentioned previously, the flock house virus specimen

thin sections have fairly low contrast and the staining conditions chosen also had

relatively low contrast. Extracting information about the flock house viral arrays

under these conditions with the DDD gave more evidence that the DDD is a useful

tool for TEM imaging.

Uranyl acetate (UA) and lead stains are considered general stains because of

their broad affinity to stain many different biological macromolecules and cellular

components. These heavy metal salts (UA molecular weight = 422 and lead citrate

molecular weight = 1054) attach to the macromolecules, increasing their density.

Beam electrons passing through the specimen are then elastically scattered through

a wide angle and an increased amplitude contrast in the image results. Bozzola

points out that the exact mechanism behind staining affinities remains somewhat

of a mystery, although it is known that there exists high reactivity between uranyl

ions and phosphate and amino groups enhancing the staining of nucleic acids and

certain proteins. Lead ions have an affinity to hydroxyl groups and osmium affected

areas since lead ions tend to bind to negatively charged groups [9].
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The specimen for these different studies were only stained or not stained

once, though they were cut from adjacent slices of a block in order to ensure

that the quality of the specimen would be similar. Staining only once was chosen

to limit the radiation exposure to the specimen. Although an iterative staining

method would be useful for other studies. One way to go about testing different

stains would be to image a specimen after a staining. This would involve treating

the specimen with different staining protocols and imaging the same area after

application of a new stain to compare the difference.

Tomography of uranyl acetate stained specimen

The purpose of performing tomography on a section stained only with

uranyl acetate was to image the dodecahedral RNA core since uranyl acetate en-

hances the stain of nucleic acids. This staining protocol resulted in specimen with

very low contrast, making it ideal for a high sensitivity camera. Furthermore, the

featured structure of the RNA cage made it of interest since the protein coat of

flock house virus is fairly uniform and does not have the features such as spikes or

protrusions that other viruses contain.

This single axis tilt series was acquired with a measured signal of about

100 electrons/pixel per projection and taken from ±70◦ in 1◦ increments, though

the projections at -70◦ and -69◦ were not used in the final reconstruction due

to difficulty with alignment. The exposure time for each tilt angle image was

approximately 5 seconds and the magnification at the detector imaging plane was

approximately 14500 times (3.44Å/pixel).

Figure 4.12 shows a slice from the volume reconstruction. The particles

on average have a diameter of 20nm. The four axis tilt tomogram in Section 4.3

showed virus particles with a 30nm diameter. This is consistent with primarily

staining the RNA cage of the flock house virus particles. A lot of rich features

are present in the images of the virus particles including dark rings, mostly light

cores, and dark lines criss-crossing the virus which would match the pattern of the

dodecahedral cage.

Because of the large amount of information apparent in the volume re-
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construction, subtomograms were selected, aligned, and averaged as described in

Section 4.3.2. Figure 4.13 shows the RNA cage from a 7.5Å cryo-EM 3D recon-

struction compared to the average of 25 particles from this single tilt tomogram.

Although the information from this tomogram was not at a high enough resolution

to fully resolve the cage structure to the same degree as the cryo-EM reconstruc-

tion, the averaged flock house virus particle shows much more of a cage like struc-

ture than the averaged particle in the four tilt tomogram in Section 4.3.2. Figure

4.4 revealed the structure of the protein coat as a more uniform, spherical density.

This was not due to the larger number of particles used in the four tilt tomography

analysis since an average of 25 of them showed roughly the same general features

as averaging 58. Some elongation of the uranyl acetate only stained particles in

Figure 4.13 is due to the missing wedge of information that results from a single

tilt tomogram.

An even more tantalizing preliminary result is shown in Figure 4.14. Here

the same subtomograms were averaged with no rotational alignment, only center

of mass alignment. If the particles were randomly oriented in the paracrystalline

arrays a uniform density would be observed. Figure 4.14 shows that the averaged

particle without rotational alignment has a cage like structure suggesting that the

high degree of organization of the virus particles into these paracrystalline arrays

may extend to the orientation of the particles themselves. These exciting prelimi-

nary data adds to the evidence that the DDD is useful for performing tomography.

This system has been successfully utilized for adding important information to the

understanding of flock house virus infection in vivo.

Tomography of unstained specimen

A single axis tilt series was acquired with an unstained specimen from ±70◦

in 2◦ increments. The average signal for each image in the tilt series was approx-

imately 100 electrons/pixel. The magnification was approximately 14500 times

(3.44Å/pixel). The tomogram was processed both with projections from ±70◦ and

±60◦ without any visible difference in results. A volumetric slice through this

tomogram in Figure 4.15 shows very little contrast and detail, though a slice was
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Figure 4.12: Slice from tomographic reconstruction of flock house viral array
stained only with uranyl acetate. Particles are about 20nm in diameter and the
features of dark rings with some criss-crossing structure suggest stain is primarily
binding to RNA dodecahedral cage.
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(a)

20nm

(b)

20nm

(c) Average particle fit inside a translucent RNA cage

Figure 4.13: Cryo-EM RNA cage structure with uranyl acetate stained averaged
particle. Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.13(b) both show the cryo-EM (7.5Å resolu-
tion) coordinates of the RNA cage on the left and the averaged particle with rota-
tional alignment on the right from different viewing angles. Figure 4.13(c) shows
the best fit of mapping the average particle into the cryo-EM reconstruction.
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10nm

Figure 4.14: This image shows the result of averaging 25 virus particles with only
a center of mass alignment and no rotational alignment. The lack of smoothing
of features in this average particle suggests that the virus particles have preferred
orientations in the paracrystalline array.
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chosen that had the most visible information. The virus particles had so little

contrast in most volume slices that extraction of particle densities and averaging

did not yield any meaningful results. The 2D unstained image, Figure 4.8, in Sec-

tion 4.4.1 showed that a signal of 600 electrons/pixel was enough to resolve details

fairly well in an unstained sample. Using 1/6 of this dose per tilt angle was clearly

not enough signal as the reconstruction software does not process low contrast

images well and had difficulty with alignment so that the 7000 electrons/pixel sig-

nal for the entire volumetric reconstruction did not yield a tomogram with higher

information.

This experiment is worth repeating using 600 electrons/pixel signal per tilt

angle with drift correction applied since the imaging time would be 60 seconds

per image. Conversely, using higher energy incident electrons, such as 300keV,

would allow for much higher electron collection per frame allowing for shorter

total imaging time and less need for drift correction. Thus this experiment is

worth repeating on an intermediate energy TEM, equal or greater to 200keV, where

the DQE would be much improved. Such an experiment may result in successful

unstained tomographic reconstructions where staining artifacts will not limit the

resolution. This first attempt, however, was a necessary step in determining the

correct conditions to perform unstained tomography with the large format DDD.
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Figure 4.15: Volume reconstruction slice from unstained flock house virus array
tomogram. Signal per tilt was approximately 100 electrons/pixel at a magnification
of 14.5k. Greater signal per projection in the tilt series necessary for a quality
reconstruction.

High resolution tomography with uranyl acetate and lead stain

The following tomography experiment was performed with a specimen that

was lightly stained with uranyl acetate and Sato’s lead. Prior to this point, high

magnification imaging with the DDD was performed with limited success mainly

because the small imaging area (5mm×5mm) of the detector that made focusing,
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image alignment and correction for microscope stigmation difficult. However, after

much practice manually using the DDD to acquire images, the imaging protocol

was refined to allow for high quality imaging at a magnification of around 2.3Å/

pixel. This single axis tilt series was acquired with a measured signal of about 100

electrons/pixel per projection and taken from ±60◦ in 2◦ increments. The exposure

time for each tilt angle image was approximately 5 seconds and the magnification

at the detector imaging plane was approximately 21750 (2.3Å/pixel). A volume

slice from the tomogram is shown in Figure 4.16. The size of the particles are

on average 22nm. This would indicate that the uranyl acetate stained primarily

the RNA cage while the Sato’s lead stained some of the protein coat immediately

surrounding the core. As was mentioned before, both uranyl acetate and lead

are general stains and the light staining of a portion of the protein coat was an

unexpected result. This illustrates how staining protocols are empirically driven

as it is usually unknown how particular staining conditions will interact with the

biological macromolecules to result in enhanced contrast of certain features.

This tomogram demonstrates the feasibility of successful high magnification

imaging with the DDD. Because of the current physical location and setup of the

FEI Spirit microscope, it is only certified to have good imaging quality around

2.5Å/pixel due to external vibrations affecting the specimen and microscope. At-

tempting to demonstrate the ability to image at even higher resolutions with the

large format DDD will require transfer to a TEM rated for higher resolution and

is expected to happen in the near future.

4.4.3 Discussion of results

From the three single tilt tomograms presented in this section, there is

compelling evidence that the large format DDD is useful for gathering meaningful

information about biological specimen. The high sensitivity of the DDD made it

possible to image the RNA cage of flock house virus in detail not observed previ-

ously. Furthermore, these tomograms present the current state of the development

with the DDD for tomography. Of particular scientific significance is the high-

est resolution tilt series ever acquired with a DDD sensor that demonstrates the
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Figure 4.16: Slice from a tomogram taken with flock house virus stained with
uranyl acetate and lead. Highest magnification study with DDD to date at ap-
proximately 22k magnification. Particles with this staining protocol are approxi-
mately 22nm, which is evidence for staining of RNA cage with some coat protein
immediately adjacent.
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feasibility of using the DDD for high magnification work.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and future directions

The large format DDD offers many advantages over current imaging sys-

tems and in this thesis we have only just begun to explore the many applications

of this powerful detector. This thesis has presented a thorough characterization of

the properties of the large format DDD that showed that this sensor has spatial res-

olution capabilities that outperform most commercial TEM CCD camera systems.

The results presented in Chapter 4 conclusively show the usefulness of the large

format DDD by exploring flock house virus in vivo at resolutions never achieved

before. The performance of the large format DDD is even more impressive when

considering that these experiments were performed on a 120keV TEM, a stan-

dard instrument in many facilities. Since the MTF and DQE measurements show

that the DDD will achieve better resolution capabilities at higher energies, these

studies at 120keV show a lower estimate for the image quality from this sensor.

Installation of the large format DDD on intermediate electron voltage microscopes

(200keV and above) is planned in the near future and there is much excitement

over the even better image collection possible with higher energy electrons.

As development continues with the large format DDD, we expect to use even

smaller gold fiducial markers than the 2nm colloidal gold used for the tomograms

in this thesis. This could lead to pioneering new techniques for labeling biological

macromolecules in the cell with nanogold (1.4nm) or undecagold (0.8nm) and

imaging them with the DDD. Understanding biological processes requires defining

the position of molecules in the cell. These molecules are too small to detect alone,

105
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but labeling them with small gold and being able to detect them with the DDD

may offer a tool as powerful as florescence labeling has been for light microscopy.

For example, one could label flock house virus particles directly with small gold

prior to high pressure freezing and then track viral entry into the cell.

Full automation with serialEM, a tomography acquisition software package,

is close to completion. This will allow for high throughput tomography acquisition

with the DDD. It will also enable acquisition of montage images, extending the

imaging capabilities of the DDD to allow for large field of view images. One

could envision using the high sensitivity of the DDD and the automation in many

ways. Low resolution tomograms could be collected using a small portion of the

total dose and tomographic reconstruction could be performed immediately. This

lower resolution tomogram could help identify regions of interest to collect higher

resolution tomography data with greater signal.

Planned future data collection with the large format DDD includes explo-

rations of new biological systems and macromolecules as well as finishing up high

resolution studies of flock house virus in vivo. Two flock house virus studies to be

completed will be close examination of viral assembly in the mitochondria and the

determination of the structure of the fibril bundles that extend from the infected

mitochondria to the flock house paracrystalline arrays.

As new prototype DDD detectors become available, our ability to explore

biological processes will only be limited by our imagination. As exciting as the

results as the results of this thesis are, more potential still lies ahead with future

detector design. Faster readout is already available in the next generation proto-

type which will allow for better utilization of the features of the unique features

of the DDD. This thesis has described the use of the DDD sensor as an integrat-

ing detector. Faster readout will improve post processing image drift correction

and will help with low dose image acquisition as the time it takes to read out the

first frame decreases. Yet, even more fundamentally important to improvement in

MTF, faster readout will enable the use of the DDD as an electron counting device

[56]. This would allow for improvement in spatial resolution to sub pixel (less than

5µm) accuracy.
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